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U.S. could learn from others on refugees

Estabrooke opens as Residence Hall
Josh Fabel
Contributor
After a couple of years
of renovation, Estabrooke
Hall finally opened up its
third and fourth floors to
residents on Aug. 30. The
residence hall is open to
third and fourth-year students at the university, as
well as having one-third
of the third floor reserved
for honors students. With
the opening of the new residence hall, many students
will be pleased to know
that the updated facility offers many features catered
to them.
Estabrooke Hall is going to be one the busiest
buildings on campus. It is
home to honors College
offices and classrooms and
is also home to the university’s international and
study abroad programs.
The interior of the building
is beautiful, especially the
ballroom that is located on
the first floor.
Housing and Communications Director Jennifer
Perry said in an email that
Estabrooke offers four different types of rooms. The
rooms made the new residence hall a first option for
many. The four different
types of rooms are a traditional double, two-room
double, traditional single

The third floor hallway of the newly constructed housing units in Estabrooke Hall.

and a deluxe single. The
deluxe single might be a
popular choice for many
upperclassmen because of
the full-size bed that comes
with the room. Another set

of features Perry also commented on were the bathrooms. The bathrooms in
Estabrooke are single use,
and there are seven on each
of the two residence floors.

Josh Fabel, Contributor

With the opening of
such a beautiful, historic building as a residence
hall, it makes students
wonder if there are plans
for more on-campus hous-

UMaine supports OId Town
at Stillwater bridge meetings

ing options in the near future.
“There are no plans for
additional campus housing
at this time,” Perry said,
although Estabrooke itself

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
On Sept. 9, the Maine
Department of Transportation (MaineDOT) held a
preliminary public meeting
at the Old Town Public Library to discuss plans regarding the pair of bridges
near the Stillwater Dam.
About 35 people attended the meeting, including
members of the town council and Old Town public
works members. The purpose of the meeting was to
educate residents of Old
Town on the preliminary
assessment of the bridges
and also to gather input on
how the townspeople see
Tuesday
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the project.
According
to
Brian
Reeves, bridge designer for
the project, the bridges see
about 16,600 cars per day.
These numbers were found
through two separate studies conducted in April and
July of 2015. The bridge
also sees 25 walkers and 20
bikes daily.
Residents immediately
spoke out about how the
numbers in the study could
be misleading, as the population bump the university
gave the area would have
been invisible in July.
Jeffery Aceto, assistant
director of facilities management for construction
administration and regulaWednesday
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tory compliance, who was
attending on behalf of the
University of Maine, said
that the numbers in the studies could be incomplete.
“I think there is some
more vetting to be done,
as some of the information
may not be as complete as it
could be,” Aceto said. “We
think that analysis should
continue, and then reevaluate.”
Michael Wight, the project manager for the Stillwater bridge project, has full
confidence his projections
were as accurate as possible.
“I’m not stating that this
was an oversight,” Aceto
said. “I just don’t think that
those were our peak hours.
Thursday
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Maggie Gautrau, Staff

Most of our lots are fuller in
the fall.”
Many Old Town residents
believed that the bridge was
unsafe, stemming from observations from below while
kayaking. Many cited that
concrete has been falling
from under it, leaving them
unsettled about the condition. One resident even said
that he had seen “bridges
in Iraq” that were in better
condition.
After these comments,
Reeves
explained
that
bridges are not supported
by the concrete on the other
side, but supported by rebar.
He was blunt in saying that
See Bridge on A3
Friday
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See Estabooke on A2

Group to
help students
find research
opportunities
Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer

Michael Wight addresses Old Town residents at the Old Town Public Library.

does add 97 more spots
on campus for students to
live, with rooms reserved
for two residential assis-

University of Maine
Research Student Association for Undergraduates (URSA Minor) is
revamping their organization by working to
match qualified students
to exclusive on-campus
research opportunities.
Established by biology student Anders
Nelson, the group initially intended to focus
primarily on helping
biology students gain
research opportunities.
When Nelson transferred
schools, chemical engineering third-year Samuel Landry saw an opportunity to broaden URSA
Minor ’s efforts.
“Right now, we’re not
really at the point where
we have something exclusive to offer a student,” Landry explained.
“What we really want to
do is make this exclusive
in the sense that professors come to us with
research opportunities,
so that we can present
these opportunities to
students.”
With the help of six
undergraduate
science
students — Cassandra
Dechaine, Trevor Diemer, Shania EvangelisSaturday
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ta, Conner Lajoie, Isaiah
Mansour and Matthew
Moyet — Landry has
been recruiting students
for URSA Minor since
this summer. After determining the types of
skills prospective members are looking to develop, Landry and his
colleagues seek to match
students with professors
who are doing similar
work on campus.
Through URSA Minor, members will build
a resume and establish a
set of professional skills
to successfully secure a
research position. URSA
Minor works with students to develop general
leadership and communication skills.
“Professors are looking for a very driven student,” Landry said, adding that although faculty
members have expressed
positive feedback, there
are some limitations.
Landry explains that
professors prefer not to
use a job search engine
to fill research positions, as it can be difficult to discern highly
capable applicants from
average students. Landry
hopes that URSA Minor
will eventually establish
See URSA on A3
Sunday
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Estabrooke
from A1

tants. Currently, only 92
students live there.

“Overall, it’s a great
building. I’d rather live here than
anywhere else on
campus, even if it
means walking too
far distances.”
- Ana Bourasseau

Third-year student Ana
Bourasseau talked about

The Maine Campus
her experience living in
Estabrooke so far this year.
Bourasseau thinks the best
part about living at Estabrooke large rooms and
beds, but the bathrooms
add a unique touch.
“The personal bathrooms are also another big
factor that make it an awesome building,” Bourasseau said.
But with any new building, there are bound to be a
few quirks.
“The only thing I don’t
like about it is that there
are aspects of it that are
unfinished, such as certain
common areas and the piping system,” Bourasseau
said.
Despite this downside,
Bourasseau does keep a
positive outlook on the
new residence hall.
“Overall, it’s a great
building,”
Bourasseau
said. “I’d rather live here
than anywhere else on
campus, even if it means
walking too far distances.”
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UMaine a target community
for new music streaming app
Anthony Panciocco
Editor-In-Chief
A new music app called
Trebel is looking to work
it’s way into the cell
phones of University of
Maine students.
Trebel began with five
schools and has since
looked to expand, integrating their app into 20
new campuses.
Trebel Music, part of
M&M Media, is gearing
its content towards college students and encouraging
interconnectivity
among its users by allowing them to see the most
popular songs and albums
being played in their regions, as well as playlists
made by friends.

“Trebel is for the college student that can’t
afford to pay but wants
total control over what
they listen to,” Chief of
Product Corey Jones said.
“It’s the best free music
download app out there
that lets users pick and
play their songs.”
Users pay for songs by
watching ads that play
when songs are downloaded. Users are required to
watch for the duration of
the ad, but will have the
songs downloaded onto
their phone upon completion. They earn coins that
can be used to skip ads.
The app’s interface was
designed by the daughters
of CEO Gary Mekikan,
Juliette and Grace. They

Trebel’s App Store icon.

wanted to make the app
appeal to college students

Courtesy of Trebel

See Trebel on A3
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from A1
enough credibility for
professors to recognize
members of the association as extremely committed candidates.
The
undergraduates
behind URSA Minor also
hope to help students receive payment for their
research. The organization plans to guide students towards specific
advisors that will be
able to assist in the application of a number of
scholarships and grants.
To build credibility
and reach more students,
URSA Minor has become
a branch of the Center for
Undergraduate Research
(CUGR). URSA Minor ’s
partnership with CUGR
has landed the group an
office, as well as the potential to receive startup
money.
Currently,
interested students can contact
URSA Minor directly.
However, as the orga-

Trebel

from A2
by giving it a new-age
feel that would attract the
younger generation.
“Trebel is built for millennials, by millenials,”
Mekikian said. “It was
important for us to put
young people in charge of
the design and function.”
Trebel’s parent company, M&M Media, began
striking deals with major
indie labels in 2014. This
served as the beginning of
Trebel Music and allowed
them to release the initial
wave of the app.
Trebel will be released
to University of Maine
students next week. Mekikian and Jones are both
hopeful about the app’s
adoption at UMaine and
elsewhere.
“Maine is one of the

News • A3
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nization’s
relationship
with CUGR develops,
CUGR will also direct
qualified students to
URSA Minor.
While URSA Minor
is still in the developmental stage, Landry
and his colleagues are
working to enhance the
group’s offerings. Last
week, a researcher from
the Graduate School of
Biomedical Sciences and
Engineering spoke to the
group about his research
experience. Next week,
URSA Minor plans to
host a polymer chemist
as a guest speaker.
Landry estimates that
approximately seven students are currently in the
process of being matched
to research opportunities
and that one student has
already filled a position
in a food processing center associated with the
Food Science and Human
Nutrition Department.
URSA Minor meets
every Thursday at 5:30
p.m. in the Foster Innovation Center classroom.
larger and most socially
active campuses in the
region,” said Gary Mekikian said. “If you look
at the profile of students
here and compare it to
schools where the app has
already had success, we
think adoption and engagement are likely to be
high.”
The founders of Trebel Music will be working
with Greek organizations
and student life to spread
the word about their app
and encourage students to
download it. They will be
incentivizing the download of their app with a
code for $20 off Lyft, a
popular ridesharing service featured in large cities.
Trebel will be available
to students at the University of Maine the week of
Sept. 21.

UMaine to conduct research
project on Gulf of Maine
Marcus Caliendo
Staff Writer
ORONO – The University of Maine has been given
a $266,309 grant from The
National Science Foundation
to start a research project
about unprecedented weather
changes in the Gulf of Maine.
As one of the fastest
warming regions in the
world, the Gulf of Maine has
experienced radical warming
trends over the past century.
This caused a 73-percent increase in “extreme events,”
the top 1 percent of storms.
These trends have also drastically affected the commercial fishing in the area.
This project, “Major
Research
Instrumentation
Program Track 1: Acquisition of High Performance
Computing to Model Coastal Responses to a Changing
Environment,” will include

Bridge

from A1
the bridge is safe, and fit use
for immediate use.
Old Town’s residents are
pushing for a wider bridge,
as the current two-lane
bridge is not optimal for foot
and bike traffic. Adjusting
the two-lane bridge to fourlanes was also discussed,
but MaineDOT studies
concluded that a two-lane
bridge was sufficient.
Aceto, speaking on behalf of the university, said
the university was looking
to increase its enrollment
for next year. Because of
this, he said, the university
supported Old Town in the
pursuit of a wider bridge.
“We have a vested stake
for folks coming onto campus,” Aceto said. “Right
now, the level of service
near College Ave concerns

buying a system that nearly
triples the school’s computing power, while also getting
an off-site backup system
used for project data.
Damian Brady, UMaine
assistant professor in the
School of Marine Sciences
and Maine Sea Grant’s assistant director for research, said
it is planned to “increase the
high performance computing
power at UMaine so that we
can run models that attempt
to simulate how ecosystems
will change under various
scenarios of climate and human behavioral change.”
Brady stated that UMaine
wanted to perform this project for four reasons:
(1) “An increase in spatial
resolution will allow models
currently under development
to resolve finer scale features
and inform many decisions
made on the scale of less than
100 meters.”

(2) “The current high performance computing cluster
runs at near full capacity,
reducing educational opportunities for graduate and undergraduate students.”
(3) “Linking climate
change projections to the
regional scale using dynamic downscaling as opposed
to simpler methods requires
more processing capacity.”
(4) “The ability to run
multiple scenarios of future
change to more adequately
characterize uncertainty.”
This research project will
help experts and students
gain the opportunity to predict extreme weather scenarios and climate change,
along with understanding the
ecological and physical ramifications.
The probable impacts of
climate change in the Gulf of
Maine affect the state’s economy, as it is linked to marine

resources and infrastructure.
From 2005 to 2013, the aquaculture industry (salmon and
shellfish) has doubled in value and is second only to the
lobster industry. The state’s
commercial fisheries set a
new record last year, valued
at $585 million.
“I don’t think anyone is
fooling ourselves into thinking we should forget the future,” Brady said. “But the
key is to give people a much
different scenario [as] to
what might happen to what
we should or should not prepare for.”
Brady and his students
are enthusiastic for the road
ahead and thankful for the
generosity from The National Science Foundation. “We
are very excited that there
will be a lot more high-performance computing on
campus that we will all have
access to.”

us a lot.”
Residents
mentioned
that they would like to have
a bridge that was aesthetically pleasing, as well as
more functional. Wight
discussed the possibility of
putting a “special railing”
on the bridge.
Reeves said that a rating
system implemented by the
MaineDOT rated the pair of
bridges at an average of a
53.7 out of 100. This rating,
according to Reeves, means
that maintenance was suggested, but not urgently
needed.
The MaineDOT has allocated $300,000, through
80 percent federal and 20
percent state funding, to do
preliminary
engineering.
This project began in October 2014, with surveying
being completed recently,
leading to the information
presented in the meeting.
Preliminary stages are

scheduled to go into next
year, ending in Fall of 2016.

residents
questioning
the planning done by the
MaineDOT
employees.
Wight said that these meetings are crucial to getting
feedback from locals who
know the area better than
surveyors.
Currently, there is no
funding allocated for the
project’s
construction.
Early estimates project
that funding could come
through in 2018, assuming
the three-year plan goes according to schedule.
Wight said that even
through
construction,
maintaining travel over the
bridge is the most crucial
part to this repair job.
“The biggest concern is
maintaining travel through
the project,” Wight said.
“We know that traffic is
so high, so we’re going to
maintain two lanes of traffic
and a sidewalk during construction.”

“The biggest concern is maintaining
travel through the
project.”
- Michael Wight

The meeting seemed
quite turbulent, with many
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest

Sept. 5
9:13 p.m. - The bong way
down
University of Maine Police Department (UMPD)
responded to an Resident
Assistant (RA) report in
York Hall, citing a strong

Sam Shepherd
News Editor

Briefs

smell of marijuana emitting from a dorm room.
First-year student Andrew
Jenkins answered the door,
and officers saw a bong in
plain view, as well as a fan
in the window. Jenkins then
handed over his marijuana,

UMaine receives National Science Foundation
awards
On Sept. 2, the University of Maine received two financial awards from the National Science Foundation
(NSF) totaling $106,000.
These awards will allow

scientists,
as well as
the public, to look at a large
collection of plant specimens that were once unavailable.
The first award of
$68,000 supports the addition of nearly 33,000 of
the 55,000 plant specimens
from the UMaine Herbarium to the existing New
England Vascular Plant Net-

Sept. 5/6/7
Hold Your Liquor
UMPD responded to
three calls, all citing intoxicated students vomiting:
Michael Tarquinio, a
first-year student, was found
vomiting in Oxford Hall. He
was medically cleared by
Eastern Area Meals on
Wheels running a $55,000
deficit

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor

and was issued a summons
for possession of drug paraphernalia. There were four
other students in the room,
along with Jenkins, three
were issued referrals to
Judicial Affairs, and one,
being from University of
Southern Maine was let off
with a warning.

work.
The second award of
$38,000 will support the addition of digital records of
numerous macrofungi specimens.
The UMaine Herbarium
is made up of a large collection of plants, fungi, lichens
and mosses that have been
collected over 170 years.

The Eastern Area Agency on Aging is facing a
$55,000 deficit for its
Meals on Wheels program.
The nonprofit organization
serves 3,000 people in a
13,000 square mile area.
According to the Associated Press, program officials
say they have twice as many
people on the program this
year than last year. This
number is 50 more than the
program can sustain.
The program is not accepting any more applicants

University Volunteer Ambulance Corps, and issued a
summons for possession of
alcohol by consumption.
Aaron Willingham, a
first-year student, was found
by an RA vomiting by a
dumpster outside of Knox
Hall. He was issued a referral and summonsed for
possession of alcohol by a
minor.
Maire Gardner, a second-year student, was found
vomiting in Hart Hall, she
was transported to the hospital and issued a summons
and referred for possession
of alcohol by consumption.

Sept. 8
9:36 p.m. - Rhodes-side
assistance
A UMPD officer responded on foot to a student
outside of Aroostook Hall
who appeared to be intoxicated. The student, first-year
Austin Rhodes both admitted and denied drinking,
but finally settled on admitting. He was administered a
Breathalyzer test, which he
blew .18 (.20 recommends
hospitalization) blood alcohol content. He was issued a
summons for possession of
alcohol by consumption and
escorted back to York Hall.

and are looking to resolve
the problem before people
are removed from the program.
They are asking the public to sponsor a senior, at a
cost of about $86 per month.

service members from the
UMaine and Bangor areas
with a walk from the Maine
Veterans’ Home in Bangor
to Alfond Stadium for the
military appreciation football game against Rhode
Island.

University to hold event
honoring fallen service
members
The University of Maine
is holding a hike and memorial ceremony on Saturday,
Sept. 26 to honor service
members who died in the
line of duty.
The Summit Project
(TSP) event is honoring

Walkers will carry engraved stones that have been
donated by family of the
service members who died
in the line of duty. At 2:30
p.m., the stones will be on
display at the stadium prior
to the start of the game.
Members of the public
are welcome to observe the
event along the route.

The World
This Week
Sep. 8 - Rowan County (Kentucky) Clerk Kim Davis released from
jail early afer she was jailed for refusing a judge’s order to issue marraige licenses, including same-sex couples.
Sep. 9 - Apple introduces iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus, along with
other gadgets, at annual reveal.
Sep. 13 - Israeli police clash with Palestinians in Jerusalem.
Sep. 13 - Germany introduced temporary border controls to cope
with increasing number of Middle Eastern refugees.
Sep. 13 - Thousands evacuate California as wildfires tear through the
state, destroying numerous homes.

Public Events • All Free and on the UMaine Campus
Tuesday, September 15
“Humanities Academy” discussion about the Digital Humanities at 4:00 p.m. in the FFA
Room of the Union. This small-group program will discuss a short reading in advance of a
campus lecture (to follow on Sept. 21) on a related theme. Please read the captivating 6page essay “What is Spatial History?” in advance, it can be downloaded from the UMHC’s
online calendar at umaine.edu/umhc.
Wednesday, September 16
Public lecture by John Burns (Rockford University), “Behind The Savage Detectives: The
Infrarrealist Movement” at 4:00 p.m. in Hill Auditorium, Barrows Hall. Learn about neoavant-garde Latin American literature of the 1970s.
Friday, September 18
Open mic readings of William Butler Yeats’ poetry to celebrate the great poet’s 150th
birthday. Born the same year as UMaine! Join us in the Bear’s Den at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 19
Student bus trip to tour the Portland Museum of Art’s Directors’ Cut exhibit. Other prearranged tours available with plenty of time to explore the great city of Portland. Bus will
depart from campus at 8:30 a.m. and return about 8:00 p.m. Student price to reserve a
seat on the bus just $10!

For more information, visit umaine.edu/umhc or contact
UMHC Director Liam Riordan (FirstClass) or at 581-1913
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This Week in Student Government
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

Marcella M. Cheviot
Contributor
Debate Over Academic Calendar and Length
of Spring Break
The main issue brought
up during the meeting was
the University of Maine’s
(UMaine) academic calendar. While the calendar for
this year has already been
decided, the University of
Maine System has been
attempting to match all of
the calendars for each of
the seven universities in
the System.
Maine has had a twoweek Spring Break during
March in recent years,
while the other universities in the system have
had two separate weeks;
one in February and one
in March. A third option
offered a shorter break in
February and a weeklong
break in March, similar to
Thanksgiving break in the

fall semester.
The third option was
greatly ignored, while the
first two were debated by
senators and executives
alike. Sen. Caroline Harvey stated that the twoweek long Spring Break
is more convenient for
students that travel home
over the break. Approximately 24 percent of
UMaine’s students are
from out of state. Sen.
Harvey pointed out that it
would cost twice as much
for these students to travel home for two separate
breaks.
Although the faculty
has stated that the change
will most likely occur at
some point, they wanted
the opinion of the Student
Senate, which represents
the student body. The
majority voted in favor
of keeping the academic
calendar the same, with
two back to back weeks

of Spring Break, not only
because it would be easier for students traveling home, but because it
would be more convenient
for student organizations
that plan service trips
during the break.
Goals for the Year
Harold Stewart III, the
President and Chief Executive Officer of the Student Government,
stated that his
goals for
t h e

year include making sure
that the plans they made
last semester get accomplished. He said he would
also like to increase interest in Student Government, have the Government be more involved
on campus, and make sure
that the Senate’s actions
are transparent.
“I think that if we do
it the right way, we
can have more
of a presence

on campus than we did
last year,” said President
Stewart said.
Allocations
$2,650 was allocated
to the Baseball Club for
use in league dues and van
rentals. The Club went
undefeated last year, and
hopes to have another successful year.
$353.13 was also allocated to the Fishing Club
for hotel costs. The Club
has been growing significantly and received more
than 100 new names on
their sign-up sheet at the
Student Organization fair.
Club Maintenance
The Tango Club would
like to find more support
and commitment in the
upcoming year. The club
receives pro bono dance
lessons and is accepting
of all people. While they

have 10 to 20 people that
show up occasionally,
they only have several
members that attend faithfully. They would like to
find more members that
are willing to attend meetings on a regular basis,
and new ways to raise
money.
The UMaine Chapter of
Partners for World Health
brought a bag full of medical histories they acquired
on their May trip to Senegal. They treated more
than 500 patients from
villages, the Fish Lady
Project, jails and schools.
They reported that nearly
90 percent of the patients
they saw were extremely
hypertensive and dehydrated. The representatives stated that the trip
was a really great learning
experience and that they
have vowed to return to
the places they visited.

Diversions
Answer Key
Puzzles, comics and more on A8

Crossword

Sudoku

Word Search

A6
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EDITOR’S NOTE

United States, UMaine
need to take a more active
role in refugee crisis
It would be challenging
to find someone on campus
unaware of the humanitarian crisis currently plaguing
European nations and those
who lead them. As hundreds
of thousands of refugees
continue to pour across the
borders of Austria, Hungary,
and surrounding European
nations, traveling in treacherous waters and the backs of
cramped trucks, the United
States too is pressed with dialogue about how to best accommodate the snowballing
number of immigrants seeking asylum.
But American accommodation, a promised admittance to 10,000 asylum-seekers with only 2,000 admitted
the prior year, pales in comparison to that of Germany.
Germany, whose chancellor,
Angela Merkel, has promised
to take in 500,000 refugees

over the next year, is leading the charge — perhaps the
weight of historical refugee
crises weighing heavy on the
national conscience. Videos
of German citizens welcoming Syrian refugees occupied
the attention of the internet
last week, even as dissonance
churned in Germany about
the chancellor’s announcement.
Reluctance and ineptitude
when integrating immigrants
in the United States isn’t exclusive to this particular refugee crisis. Maine itself, the
most Caucasian state in the
union, has struggled to accommodate and embrace its
own immigrants for years,
often clashing with the thousands of Somali migrants
who’ve settled in and around
the Lewiston area.
UMaine is not innocent
when it comes to the alien-

ation of immigrant populations and transfer students,
either. Though valiant attempts have been made to
create a sense of community
on campus, and the intention
is often good, improvements
can always be made. Whether it be by admitting higher
populations of international
students or offering materials in languages other than
English, a campus such as
this one should be doing its
best to create the safest space
possible for students of all
creeds, not settling for “good
enough.” Unfortunately, that
seems to be the attitude many
students take when considering these students — and it
shouldn’t be.
As conflict continues to
build in areas of the world already predisposed to humanitarian turmoil, it’s important
that more stable nations, from

the Eurasian and African
continents to the Americas,
create responsible, inclusive
and timely resolutions for the
sake of those fleeing the horrors at home. Bureaucratic
“business as usual” is simply
not good enough for the families sitting in train stations
with no knowledge of when
they’ll finally reach safety,
shelter and love.
But neither should these
solutions not be on a strictly national level. It is the
responsibility of all, even
on a campus by campus basis, to create these programs
and legislation. American
government at every level
is being outpaced and outperformed by the efforts
of countries like Germany,
when we should be leading
the charge.
The time to act is now.
The time to care is always.

Visitors act as both friends
and foes to Katahdin
Meg Shuman
Contributor
I’ve lived in Maine for
my whole life but I’ve never
hiked the state’s highest and
most iconic peak, Mount Katahdin. I’ve only ever been to
Baxter State Park once, on a
camping trip with my husband’s family when I was 21
years old. We stayed at South
Branch Pond Campground
for a long weekend. It rained
for almost the entire trip. The
sun came out for our last afternoon there. It was July.
The woods smelled of wet
moss and of myth.
I’ll never forget hiking
alongside a purple mountain

stream on that last morning. My brother-in-law had
brought his fly rod with him
and about halfway through
our hike he decided to throw
a cast into a quiet little
pool. He caught a small silver brookie, and it flashed
in his hands before he let it
go. I saw my mother-in-law
watching her grown son flyfish like a master; the pride
in her brown eyes. He made
it look like magic, like art.
The trout slipped back into
the stream and I wondered
whose story was being told
there in the mountains that
day — ours or the trout’s.
Later we picnicked at a waterfall and I perched, hands

around my knees, on a boulder and listened to the woods
breathing around us. No one
spoke, for we were each deep
in our own worlds. I felt that
something about the almost
silent exchange earlier had
seemed fitting. We had asked
the mountains for something
and they had given it to us,
and then we gave it back
without harm or regret.
I was not a stranger to the
woods. I have always been a
child of the forest. But that
place felt different that weekend. All those years ago and I
still remember the mist hanging in the air over the purple
stream, the sound of water
on moss, how the sun came

out that last afternoon and it
turned hot and muggy. We
all slipped into South Branch
Pond on the way back to
camp just as quietly as that
trout. The park felt majestic
and ethereal and older than
the sea. Whatever myth or
magic hangs like mist among
those purple mountains, it
is surely sacred. It is worth
protecting and preserving.
It demands only respect and
integrity.
I heard on the news this
morning that park officials
are considering ending their
nearly 80-year-old role as
host to the last 15 mile leg
See Katahdin on A7

Individual
rights aren’t
up for debate
Meg Shuman
Contributor
If you have had a chance
to see the national news lately, you will most likely see
the disgruntled picture of a
Kentucky county clerk. Her
hair is mussed and she looks
exorbitantly aggravated —
and I can’t say I blame her.
Her mug shot is being posted everywhere, circulated
more than the FBI’s most
wanted fugitive. Ignoring
Fidel Urbina and his horrifying crimes against women,
you will see a single woman
whose beliefs are strongly
set. Just like yours and mine.
Now, before you all get your
feathers ruffled, hear me
out. I see this case not as
one of same-sex marriage
rights, those have already
been supported by the Supreme Court, but that of the
freedom of religion and the
rights of Christians.
This entire debate has
been misfocused from the
beginning. I am not condoning Davis’s actions, but I am
supporting her right to take
those actions on the grounds
that we do live in the United
States. The entire ideal system of our beautiful country
is based upon the backs of
a hardy group of persecuted individuals fighting for
their own religious freedom.
So riddle me this, when did
that freedom become null
and void? When it disagreed
with someone else’s viewpoint? As far as I can see,
it occurs far too often. To
quote Davis’s lawyer, “there
are multiple alternatives
available by which individuals can obtain (same-sex
marriage) licenses without
voiding Davis’ conscience
and stripping Davis of her
liberties.”
This is not ignoring or

selectively stating her many
faults because she is — well
— human, and you cannot
be one without slipping up
here or there. However, this
is looking at the bigger picture — bigger than a middle-aged woman wearing
a knee length skirt because
she is a solid proponent of
modesty. This is looking
at a woman who is staying
steadfast in her beliefs, even
if she is being disrespectful.
This is a woman who, like
the pilgrims before us, is just
looking for a little religious
freedom. I believe that disagreement does not have to
cause controversy and discontent. Instead, she should
have quietly discussed with
her management a way for
her name to not appear on
the certificates, perhaps
any marriage certificate, to
completely avoid discrimination. Or simply, resign. A
statement is still made, clean
and clear.
As a Christian myself,
it is hard to watch the first
characteristic described in
many instances by the media
as the religious preference
of the offender. Often, when
stated they are Christian, it
is linked back to the horrific things supposedly based
in faith that have occurred.
No religion is perfect. There
are rules, and guidelines, but
their interpretation is one
of the beauties and requirements we expect out of our
belief systems, isn’t it?
We’re all just looking for
that little piece of guidance
we need to make it through
the day. When these coincide with social norms, they
can be positive or negative.
When a crucifix is thrown
in the mix, things tend to
get downright ugly. ThrowSee Rights on A7
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Rights

from A6
ing this believer in jail because she did not want to
go against her faith was an
overwhelming response to a
small situation. There were
other ways this situation
could have been handled.
And where does that leave
us? The quiet Christians

who were picked on in high
school for wanting to attend
church every weekend? Or
any religion for that matter?
There is persecution in
this country, it is just overlooked and forgotten. We sit
and argue about the denial of
our birthright for some of the
population, a distinction decided by a media who is only
in it for the money not the so
called truth. While fighting

for rights of the few, did we
forget about the rights of the
many? What if we stopped
this game of tug of war and
just respected each other?
It’s back to the whole ‘play
nice kids’ mantra yet again.
What happened to just a little
respect? And yes, I hope you
sang that in your best Aretha
voice.
Brushing past Davis’s
past indiscretions, this de-

bate shouldn’t be about the
single woman from Kentucky who is getting more
publicity than one could
want, it’s about the principle.
You only have the rights we
grant you, the one that agree
with social norms — which
could spark a whole different debate. And there aren’t
enough lawyers in the world
to cover every lawsuit that
would result from that.

Tackling football stereotypes
Brooke Bailey
Contributor
The bittersweet autumn
weather is steadily taking
over the UMaine campus.
Soon, our entire student lives
will be occupied by heavier
homework loads, warmer
clothes, vibrant trees, pumpkin-infused everything and
the highly-anticipated start
of football season.
Football is more than just
a sport to a vast population of
college students. The game
spreads unified flames of
pride all over campus, creating sources of conversation
and a pleasant buzz whenever our team wins. Football
is an intense and aggressive
contest that students love to
bond over. Bonding in the
form of going to the stadium together to watch our
Black Bears storm the turf,
gathering around a cramped
living room every Sunday to
root for our favorite national
teams or competitively quar-
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reling over fantasy football
leagues.
However, who is actually
doing the bonding? Football
has continually been known
as a man’s sport. The game
is rough. Wild. Dirty. Masculine. Surely such a sport
would fit right in with the
other boy’s club activities,
wouldn’t it? Yet, how do
women fit into the mania
that will soon be encompassing our campus?
Well, it’s a good thing
that some people in our university have already been
pondering the same question. An opportunity was
presented in our school late
this week. To prepare for the
upcoming football season, a
class was offered to students
to learn more about the game
of football. Though, the
class wasn’t for all students
— it was directly aimed at
women in the university. The
class was titled, “Football
101 for Women.”
As I scrolled by the post

on our campus-wide announcements section, I immediately wondered why
could this not just be a
“Football 101” class? Why
did it have to be just for
women? Then I remembered
all of our societally accepted stereotypes. Of course
women don’t know anything
about football! Women have
better things to do than to
sit down with the boys and
watch a silly football game
— like painting their nails,
baking some cookies and
making sure the boys always
have snacks and cold drinks.
Right?
Wrong. The problem lies
with the fact that this class
was directly created to teach
women about football, because the common stereotype is that women are not
educated about it in the first
place. But that is all it is, a
stereotype. So let me enlighten you — many women do in fact watch football.
They do understand the

game, and they do enjoy it!
In case anyone needs some
evidence to believe me, the
NFL reported last year that
women make up nearly 50
percent of the NFL’s 150
million fans.
So we should stop the
stereotyping. We should
stop putting genders in certain boxes that predetermine
what they like and dislike.
Some women watch football,
some women don’t. Just like
some men watch football,
and some men don’t. Stop
telling men that just because
they are men, they need to
live and breathe football.
Stop telling women that just
because they are women,
they need to attend classes to
acquire knowledge of football. Though the class was
nice in theory, it’s offensive
and insulting. It should have
just been a “Football 101”
class for anyone who needed
to brush up their comprehension of the game.

Katahdin
from A6

of the staggering Appalachian Trial. With a growing
number of visitors every
year — there was a reported 18-percent increase from
2013 to 2014 — park rangers
and officials are faced with
the question of how best to
preserve this special place.
The debate got heated and
received national attention
this past July after a champion ultramarathoner celebrated his record-breaking arrival at Katahdin’s summit with
friends and a bottle of champagne. The park’s strict rules
prohibit public consumption
of alcohol, littering, hiking
in groups larger than 12 people and raucous behavior at
the summit. The hiker, Scott
Jurek of Boulder, Colo., later
received three citations for
his behavior at the mountaintop. The park’s reaction
to Jurek’s case in particular
as well as their larger threat
of kicking the Appalachian
Trail off of Katahdin has
resulted in both support and
dismay from wilderness enthusiasts.
When I first heard the sto-

ry I was certainly shocked.
To not have the famous
trail end on Katahdin would
seemingly be a tragedy. But
then I read what one hiker
had to say about Jurek’s 46
day long marathon sprint
from Georgia to the peak of
Katahdin, and I changed my
mind. “[Hiking the Appalachian Trail] in 46 days,” he
said, “is like going through
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in one minute and 17
seconds.”
I thought about my weekend all those years ago in
the mountains, about the
silver trout and the way my
brother-in-law’s casts into
the stream were nearly reverential. I remembered how
I had felt like a piece of the
woods that day, as if the trees
had invited and accepted me
into their sacred ancient code
of living and peace and true
sublime grace.
People are both the park’s
friend and its foe. With our
eyes and minds and hearts
we absorb its splendor; with
our feet and our egos and our
carelessness we hurt it too.
People are either going to
destroy or save this place of
mountain and mist and memory. Hopefully, the latter.

Tackling football stereotypes
Cameron Grover
Contributor
This past week, I had the
opportunity to speak with
someone who is making big
waves in the Bangor area. I
spoke with Cat Mckenna, a
young woman who took a
stand against the dress code
at her high school, primarily on the ground that she
found it to be “sexist.”
Upon reading coverage
from many local news stations, papers and even Seventeen Magazine, I know
now that her potential to
reach out to eyes other than
mine is great. Most of those
reporting focus on what she
did, speaking out during an
assembly, being asked to
leave said assembly, and
then starting The Crop Top
Movement. All of those
moves took the guts and rebellious heart that it takes
for any feminist to stand
against the daily sexism
and misogyny that permeates almost all of American

culture, and many cultures
across the globe. That heart
and the drive to enforce a
set of values that is inclusive and equal for all, is
what I wanted to hear from
her. I wanted to find out
mainly not about what she
did, but who she is.
“Women my age face a
lot of problems in our society, I think everyone’s
struggle is different,” she
said. “However I think every young woman at some
point in her life experiences
self image issues and poor
self-esteem …Young women often lack the confidence
and support to find themselves … After years of
trying to fit into the mold of
what is expected of a young
woman, I’ve developed my
own voice, and I won’t let it
be silenced.”
Mckenna took personal
offense to the restrictions
on her dress, as this was not
the only place that she has
felt restricted because of
her gender.

“Myself and the students
who are involved feel that
all of our actions have been
justified and appropriate
to the situation. I’ve been
getting negative feedback
from people who feel we
could’ve done things in a
less forceful way, but in
order to bring this issue
to light, we felt we had to
speak very loudly to be
heard.”
Community
response
has been mostly supportive,
though with any high-profile controversy, she has
had her opponents.
“It [the feedback] has
been mostly positive, I’ve
received a lot of support
from students and people in
the community,” she said.
“I’ve gotten a couple of
negative remarks, and was
verbally assaulted while petitioning for support downtown (Bangor), but I won’t
let their opposition deter
me from working toward
positive change for women.”

So, what I have gained
from reading about, hearing
about, and then speaking
to Mckenna is she means
business. Girls like Mckenna, and every other feminist across the country and
globe, are not going to take
what they see to be injustice
or unfair treatment as anything but a threat.
People of a new generation of feminism, branded
social justice and keyboard
warriors, are not going anywhere. They are young,
they are loud and they are
only getting louder. These
people, a new generation,
have witnessed various
forms of inequality and injustice. Girls, boys and any
other with the strength to go
out of their way or comfort
zone to challenge beliefs
and systems that they see
as unjust, as opposed to just
moving through the motions, will be what makes
these coming years the rollercoaster that they already
promise to be.
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Diversions
Across

Crossword

1. Best score in baccarat
5. Time for a wake-up
call, perhaps
10. Ballet, music, etc.
14. Like some exams
15. Alpha’s opposite
16. Early Billy Crystal
TV show
17. Hardly decisive
19. Dreamcast maker
20. First of the major
Hebrew prophets
21. Bern’s river
23. Org. with Hurricanes
and Lightning
24. Glasgow girl
27. Yearning
31. Sound of little feet
33. Late afternoon driving
hazard
36. Future JD’s
37. Abundance
38. ‘’The Last Days of
Pompeii’’ heroine
39. Skier’s quarters

40. Benefits
41. Holiday concoction
42. ___ New Guinea
43. Child’s play
44. 1958 Bobby Darin hit
47. Password accompanier
48. Sun. monologues
49. Grand ___ (Pontiac
models)
52. Garage sale caution
54. Sacrificial chess
opening
56. Jai ___
59. Procrastinate
62. They’re on the books
63. Animated mermaid
64. Fire
65. Tire rotator
66. Equivocate
67. Coastal flier

Down

1. Like some situations
2. Notre Dame’s Fighting
___
3. Like some passages
4. Grades K-12
5. ‘’Big deal’’
6. ‘’___ little teapot ...’’
7. Marks, as a ballot
8. Turkish general
9. Mandrake, e.g.
10. Approval
11. Sturgeon eggs
12. Cry before ‘’You’re
it!’’
13. Massage locale
18. George Bush, in his
college years
22. Small estuaries
25. Brownstone features
26. Parodies
28. ‘’___ the bag!’’
29. ‘’___ lift?’’ (query to a
hitchhiker)
30. Understand
31. Start with school

32. Wine and dine
33. Knives sold on TV
34. Belt holders
35. It may be right, but
not left
39. Hoity-toity
40. Camel by-product
42. Greek letters shaped
like pitchforks
43. Syrian president
45. Start of a poker player’s declaration
46. Diamond-shaped
pattern
49. More capable
50. Where to see ‘’The
Last Supper’’
51. Curl up and dye?
53. Filly’s father
55. Labyrinth
56. Pie ___ mode
57. California’s busiest
airport
58. Hole-punching tool
60. Container cover
61. Journey segment

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

Word Search: Old West
BANKER
BARKEEP
BILLY THE KID
BOOT HILL
BRAND
CAMPFIRE
CATTLE DRIVE
CHAPARRAL
COAL
CORRAL
COWBOY
DOC HOLLIDAY
FARRIER
FORT
FURS
GOLD MINE
GOLD PANNING
GRAZE
HIRED GUN
HOGS

HOMESTEAD
HOTEL
JUDGE
LARIAT
LAWMAN
LIVESTOCK
MINER
OUTLAW GANG
PISTOL
PLOW HORSE
POSSE
RAILROAD
RANCH
RATTLESNAKE
RIFLE
SADDLE
SALOON
SHERIFF
SHOPKEEPER
SITTING BULL
STAGECOACH

XKCD

By Randall Munroe

TELEGRAPH
TRACKER
TRAIL
TRAIN
UNDERTAKER
WATER
TANK
WELL

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11
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Sudoku

Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Medium
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By Anthony Clark
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Word Scramble: Summer Things
1. CAHBE
2. ORTSHS
3. MWAR
4. SGHFNII

7. IVNCAOAT
8. SIWM
9. TOH
nedroid.com

10. EWLOT

5. SNU
1. BEACH 2. SHORTS 3. WARM 4. FISHING 5.
SUN 6. CAMPING 7. VACATION 8. SWIM 9. HOT
10. TOWEL

6. GNMCIAP
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One year later, Emera
Astronomy Center still
reaching for the stars
Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
The University of Maine’s
Emera Astronomy Center has
been a big hit since it was
opened last October.
“We are doing much better
than we used to in the old planetarium,” Scott Mitchell, acting director of the center, said.
“Nobody can really ignore us.”
Visitors to the center can
learn a great deal about the
wonders of space. Programs
include displays of wellknown constellations and
planets as well as the history
human space exploration.
Just this past summer, the
center hosted parts of the Science Summer Camps, which
are organized by the university’s Department of Physics and
Astronomy. The center is also
the location for all introductory
astronomy laboratory courses.
Jordan Planetarium has
been outfitted with a wide
array of state-of-the-art technology, including a computer
system called Digital Sky 2.
The picture projects onto an
overhead dome ceiling to give
audience members the sense of
an immersive environment.
“The completely digital

Women

from A12
of 10.
“Way back when the
group started, things were
a little more strict than they
are now, such as Muslim
women can’t be in a room
with another man that are
not their family members,
so that is why we have the
restriction there. So that
it would be a comfortable
place for them to be at without having to worry about
that,” La Gal said.
Mazie Hough, director of
the Women’s, Gender and
Sexuality Studies program
at the university, couldn’t be
happier with these cultural

Refugee
from A12

between Hutus and Tutsis,
which resulted in violations
of human rights and massive population loss, as well
as political and economical
instability, forced Norbert
Runyambo, a distinguished
Congolese physician, to
seek asylum for his family in the United States. The
Runyambos moved to Portland, Maine in 2007 and,
three years later, Norbert
Runyambo’s daughter Daniella Runyambo enrolled at
the University of Maine.
“She didn’t really want to
come to UMaine, but since
we all lived in Maine, she
wanted to stay closer to the
family,” Michee Runyambo, Daniella Runyambo’s
younger brother, who is in
his third year of studying
aerodynamics and mechanical engineering at UMaine, said. “At the beginning
it was hard for her, not in
terms of school, but in terms
of making friends. She told
me there were only three or
four Africans that she knew
of, and no club that she felt
truly belonged in.”
Although
Daniella

Play

from A12
acting. Although he has never
performed in a Chekhov play
before, he read “The Cherry
Orchard” over the summer
while he was at the Theater At
Monmouth. He loved it.
“I’m obviously excited
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UMaine blood drive
draws large crowd
Echo Turner
Contributor
The
University
of
Maine’s annual blood drive
was held Sept. 8 and 9 in
the Collins Center for the
Arts. Put on by the American Red Cross through the
Bodwell Center for Service
and Volunteerism, students
have now had the chance to
donate blood for more than
10 years.
“Our total number of
people that walk through is
probably between 150 and
200 for each of the drives,
which is a two-day drive,”
Lisa Morin, coordinator of
the Bodwell Center, said,
“We have some community
members that come in every time. We do have staff
and faculty, but the majority of them are students.”
Walk-ins comprise the
bulk of the donors the
blood drive receives each
year, with more than 50
percent of donations being walk-ins, according
to Morin. The American
Red Cross usually has a
carefully planned schedule
where they sign donors up
in advance and get all the
paperwork filled out before
the day of donation. With
such a significant populace
coming in spontaneously,

this particular event needs
to be more flexible.
“After the military I
saw how much they needed
blood so I decided to give,”
Mark Alexander, a UMaine student, said on giving blood. “I had to have
a blood transfusion [while
serving].”
Alexander gives what
are called double red donations, or donations in
double the amount usually
donated, every 120 days.
According to Morin,
UMaine usually sees about
a dozen deferrals per donation period. A deferral
is the term used for people
that want to donate but are
not able to because of some
requirements that aren’t
met, such as not weighing
enough, not having enough
iron in their system, and
having donated too recently.
“I’ve donated [four
times] before and I heard
about it on campus and decided it was a good idea,”
Marissa Lynch, a student
from UMaine who even
had a donation card to
prove she’s a regular donor, said.
Lynch and many others read or heard about the
blood drive on campus and
had the free time to come

in. There were even signs
at the entrances of campus
so that commuter students
knew of the drive as well.
The process of donating takes about an hour,
although the actual donation usually takes under
10 minutes. While it might
be nerve-wracking to some
leading up to donation day,
it may help to know that
one donation saves up to
three lives, according to
the American Red Cross
website.
UMaine hosts a blood
drive twice per semester. The Bodwell Center
is always looking for volunteers to help with registering people to donate,
facilitating walk-ins and
handing out snacks. The
next drive will be held in
November, so anyone hoping to help out should keep
an eye out for flyers and
signs on campus around
that time.
For those donating, it is
important to remember to
keep hydrated and avoid
fatty foods before donating, and that in the event a
donor feels sick or fatigued
to contact American Red
Cross and reschedule. All
the rules of donating can be
found on the American Red
Cross website.

renowned engineering program.
“Everyone has been
pretty friendly,“ McLean
said. “At UNH everyone
was really materialistic. I
feel like it is a bit different
at UMaine. People don’t
judge you as much for what
you wear.”
McLean also added that
she felt the hockey team
was better than at UNH.
She says that coming back
this semester has been
much easier.
“I have been able to
meet so many more people here and run into people on campus. At UNH it
was harder to see a familiar face,” McLean said. “I
know now that it was defi-

nitely the right decision to
transfer here.”
Brianna Russo, an early
childhood education student from Hampden, Maine,
also just transferred from
the University of Maine at
Farmington for her second
year of college.
“My roommate and I
decided to transfer because
we would be closer to our
hometown. We didn’t feel
at home in Farmington,”
Russo said.
“I really like UMaine’s
atmosphere overall. I feel
the school spirit more so
than UMF,” Russo said. “I
like that there is a lot more
going on on campus. The
atmosphere is a lot busier
in a good way.”

system is run off of 10 computers that go to two very large
digital projectors,” Mitchell
said. “They give is a scientifically accurate, 3-D model of
the entire visible universe.”
The Emera Astronomy
Center takes the place of the
original Jordan Planetarium, which was built in 1954,
named after the esteemed professor emeritus of astronomy
Maynard F. Jordan. Originally,
the planetarium was housed in
Wingate Hall where it was run
entirely by student volunteers
prior to the 1980s.
Longtime director Alan
Davenport retired last February after holding the position
for 35 years. A group named
the “Friends of the Planetarium” hired him along with
volunteers to help with the
planetarium, according to the
center’s website.
After 60 years in Wingate
Hall, the Jordan Planetarium
moved to its new location at
the Emera Astronomy Center.
Emera Inc., one of Maine’s
largest power companies,
made a donation along with a
larger, anonymous donation
to make the center “the best it
could be.” A PlaneWave CDK
20 optical reflecting telescope

located near the site was built
and is now the most powerful
telescope in the state.
Mitchell says they have increased their outreach by publicizing their events on their
university website. Currently,
there are four different shows
on the schedule suited for people of every age level.
“Undiscovered
Worlds”
will be playing at the center Sept. 18. This show gives
viewers the chance to explore
the planets that orbit the stars
beyond our solar system. A
full-dome video will be shown
as well as a live presentation
given by a staff member detailing constellations and planets
that can be seen.
“We have a couple of new
shows and we are always developing new content and programs to show people,” Mitchell said.
Plans are being made to offer showings for students, according to Mitchell. Students
with a MaineCard can attend
an event free of charge on select weekday nights.
The Emera Astronomy
Center holds public programs
throughout the fall season with
showings Fridays at 7 p.m. and
Sundays at 2 p.m.

celebratory luncheons.
“The idea of sharing food
from different cultures allows the women from those
cultures to take pride in and
share their rich cultural heritage . . . We have come a
long way at the University
in our efforts to be inclusive,
both of women and of multicultural issues,” Hough said.
“What better way to celebrate both than with food
and sharing.”
There is a group of five
women who oversee the
function of the Women of
the World luncheons. These
women come up with a
schedule of themes that
will keep people interested.
Sometimes they pick these
cultural themes randomly

and sometimes they tie them
in with a holiday that is close
to that particular luncheon.
Volunteers are recruited to help prepare the food
for the luncheon, and three
women are in charge of organizing various aspects of
the luncheon — from picking the food to creating a
presentation that embodies
the theme of the event. In
these luncheons, there is
normally also some sort of
exhibit, filled with objects
from the place that the luncheon has been centered
around.
The first luncheon of this
year is at noon on Sept. 14 at
the Church of Universal Fellowship, located at 82 Main
Street in Orono.

Runyambo greatly contributed to the International Student Association, she did not
necessarily identify herself
as an international student.
Unlike other international
students, she could not return to her homeland.
During her second year
at the university, as more
African students began attending, Daniella Runyambo founded the African Student Association (AFSA).
Together with the Office of
Multicultural Student Life,
AFSA has been hosting the
annual Hunger Banquet, an
event that raises awareness
of the issues of hunger and
poverty in African countries.
During her time at UMaine, she also worked closely
with the Partners for World
Health (PWH) University
of Maine Chapter, which
recently organized a Blue
Wrap fashion show competition last spring. The
participants of the fashion
show created outfits using
a 15-pound bag of non-biodegradable medical material
known as blue wrap, which
is used to protect the sterilized medical instruments
from getting contaminated
while being transported at
hospitals. The donations

raised from the Blue Wrap
fashion show have been used
toward providing medical
supplies to Senegal.
“Daniella clearly had a
different story to tell,” Mimi
Killinger, Rezendes Preceptor for the Arts in the Honors
College, and instructor of
Daniella’s HON 111 preceptorial, said.
“It took a while, for us the
faculty, to learn the students’
stories, and we are fortunate
for Daniella for sharing her
story,” Killinger said.
In October 2014, Killinger
helped
Daniella
Runyambo and Katie Spies
— who is now pursuing a
graduate degree at the Washington State University College of Veterinary Medicine
— organized a special event.
Congolese author George
Budagu came to UMaine
and read fragments of his
self-published book “Ladder
to the Moon: A Journey from
the Congo to America,” in
which he shared his story of
surviving, escaping and understanding the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s
turmoil firsthand. After attending the event, members
from PWH decided to raise
funds toward sending a medical supply container to the

Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
Daniella Runyambo graduated from UMaine in May
2015 with a degree in biology.
“She always knew she
wanted to be a doctor
and help people,” Michee
Runyambo said. “Daniella
was also always thinking of
going back to Africa.”
This past August, Daniella Runyambo left the U.S. to
pursue her passion of helping
others. After paying a visit

to her relatives in her hometown of Kiliba, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, she
began shadowing her uncle
at King Faisal Hospital in
Kigali, Rwanda.
Before coming to the U.S.,
the Runyambos had to flee to
Congo’s neighboring country Rwanda, where Daniella
Runyambo’s mother is from.
“Actually, Daniella is the
first one out of the entire
family to go to back to Congo and Rwanda,” Michee
Runyambo said.

Daniella Runyambo was
only available for comment
via WhatsApp. She was
asked how this experience
has shaped her views on the
world.
“I am still in a long process, I haven’t gotten to that
point yet,” she said in a message. She also shared that
she wants to go to medical
school, and is hoping to do
more work in Rwanda and
the Democratic Republic of
the Congo this coming January.

about potentially getting cast,
but more than that I’m excited to get to audition,” Logan
said. “Auditioning is such a
rush. It’s interesting because
no matter how good you think
you are or how many shows
you’ve been in, you are always forced back to square
one, where you have to come

in completely prepared to
show the director your dedication to being part of their
vision.”
Alan Estes, a third-year
theater student at UMaine
auditioned for “The Cherry
Orchard” for a number of reasons.
“I am auditioning purely

due to the challenge of Chekhov’s text,” Estes said. “He
was renowned for setting a
play where the actors needed
to have created a submerged
character within the text.
It’s something I’ve always
thought about trying, but now
I have the opportunity to audition and possibly act in a

Chekhov play.”
Estes also auditioned because of the positive past
experiences he has had in the
theater program at the university.
“The group of people we
have here are quite the community, and I try to insert
myself as much as possible

in order to feel a part of said
community,” Estes said. “It
truly is an amazing experience, even to watch.”
The Cherry Orchard is set
to be performed on Nov. 7
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
in Hauck Auditorium. Tickets
are $10 each or free with a
student MaineCard.

Transfers
from A10

feels much more comfortable at the school. She said
one good thing about UMaine is that classes are smaller than at UNH.
“I’m from Maine, so I
knew a lot of people already,” McLean, who is
from Chebeague Island,
Maine said. “My engineering classes were really
small so I was able to find
people to study with.”
For many in-state students, the reason to transfer
is finances, which was the
case for both McLean and
Vitali. McLean added she
also switched for UMaine’s

Left: Daniella Runyambo, Dr. Mimi Killinger and Katie Spies

Courtesy of Mimi Killinger
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Study Abroad Fair encourages
travel, “cultural capacity”
Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
The first floor of Estabrooke Hall was lined with
tables featuring colorful
poster boards, glossy brochures and enthusiastic travelers encouraging students
to participate in exchange
programs at the University
of Maine Study Abroad Fair,
held this past Thursday,
Sept. 10.
The biannual event, held
at the beginning of each
semester, typically attracts
a couple hundred people,
mostly prospective students
eager to travel.
The fair offers students
opportunities from a number
of different exchange programs including UMaine direct exchange, Institute for
the International Education
of Students (IES) abroad,
USAC and many other programs that make it possible
for students from all majors and backgrounds to go
abroad.
While many students feel
that they cannot go abroad
for differing reasons, UMaine Study Abroad Advisor
Amy Kumpf assures that
this is not the case.
“I think it is one of our
best outreach opportunities
for students,” Kumpf said,
adding that it gives students
the opportunity to get a perspective on what it is like to
study abroad.
Michael Bore, a second-year student, hopes to
travel somewhere in the
Middle East for his study
abroad experience. As an
international affairs student
who is also in the National
Guard, this is ideal for his
future after college. He said
he hopes to learn about the
culture while abroad.
“I think [the study abroad
fair] lets students know

the different opportunities.
Everyone is going to offer
something different,” Bore
said.
In addition to learning
about programs from study
abroad advisors and peers,
UMaine students had the
opportunity to hear from actual exchange students.
Laura Stewart, a thirdyear student from the United Kingdom, is abroad for
the year at UMaine. She
volunteered at the UMaine
direct exchange table, advising students about the Direct Exchange program that
UMaine has with the University of Birmingham. She
said that, last year, UMaine
students were the ones encouraging her to go abroad,
and now she is giving back
by doing the same.
This
academic
year, there are 115 students
already abroad or planning
to go in the spring semester,
and 140 went from UMaine last year, according to
Kumpf. The most popular destinations for UMaine students are the United
Kingdom, Germany and
Spain, but Kumpf assured
that there were about 700
programs, and only a couple require language proficiency before going abroad,
even if the country is not
English-speaking.
“There is always a
means to being able to study
abroad,” Kumpf said.
She explained that there
are hundreds of scholarships, financial aid from
UMaine and host universities and plenty of direct
exchange programs for
students worried about finances. This fall, nearly
$134,000 was awarded in
scholarships to students going abroad.
Sam Godenzi of Perth,
Australia studied abroad

this past academic year at
UMaine.
“I wanted to participate
in the quintessential college
experience,” Godenzi said
of her decision to go abroad.
Godenzi explained that
university life in Australia
can be quite different from
the U.S., as many students
commute. She also said one
very different thing about
the U.S. was the Greek Life.
“The overall atmosphere
was exciting, full of spirit,
and I felt like there was always something going on,
I loved it!” Godenzi said of
the school atmosphere. She
added that people were always very welcoming, and
curious to learn where she
was from.
“The program was very
accommodating. I always
felt helped and acknowledged,” Godenzi said of the
study abroad program at
UMaine.
While
this
is
Kumpf’s first year as study
abroad advisor, she comes
from a background of
knowledge about exchange
programs and living in other
countries. Kumpf previously worked at a university in
Ecuador. After finishing her
master’s degree there, she
was offered a job assisting
students from the U.S. and
other countries to come to

A Mainer Abroad
Ottawa is the most diverse city I have ever seen.
Nearly every person I pass
while walking downtown
is speaking a different language: English, French, Arabic and Mandarin are all
intermixed with Portuguese,
Spanish and occasionally
Italian. This is not to mention the countless dialects
of English: especially those
accents from the sub-continent of India, and the plethora of French accents that
range from Outaouais to
that spoken in Québec City.
Maine was 95.2 percent
“white, alone” at the time
of the last census. I read a
fascinating statistic yesterday in the local newspaper,
The Ottawa Metro, that 1 in
6 Canadians speak French
as their mother tongue. One
in six Canadians speak a
language other than English
or French as their mother
tongue. Just over 19 percent of the population is a
visible minority, and 20.6
percent of the population
is considered foreign-born
immigrants. according to
Statistics Canada. That is
astounding, and perhaps
even earth-shattering when
put next to the touted fact
that the State of Maine is
the most homogenous state
in the United States.

A miniscule 3.4 percent
of the Maine population
is foreign-born. The Province of Ontario is growing
in no small part because of
its fresh immigrant faces.
The Premier of Ontario,
Kathleen Wynne, has challenged the Federal Government to bring an additional
5,000 Syrian immigrants to
the province by the end of
the year. An article dating
back to 2011 and published
in aLeDevoir, one of the
lead newspapers of Montréal, Québec, states matter-of-factly that without
immigrants the economy of
the region will suffer. The
official stance of the conservative Government of Canada is pro-immigration. The
three political parties vying
for control of Parliament,
equitable to both the presidency and the legislative
branch, are all pro-immigration. They acknowledge
that, without immigrants,
Canada does not have a future.
All of this is in stark contrast to Gov. Paul LePage
suggesting earlier this year
that immigrants are a threat.
Gov. LePage suggested
specifically that undocumented immigrants could
bring Ebola and hepatitis C
with them to our fair state. A
well-regarded former state
economist released a report
in 2013 stating that we need

“It definitely develops their
cultural capacity,” Kumpf
said about students traveling
abroad.
Kumpf explained that
employers will look for exchange programs, because
it shows the ability to work
with a “great diversity of
people.”
“[Studying abroad] helps
build your self confidence,”
Kumpf said. “Being able to
adjust to cultural and language differences are skills
that you can learn abroad
and transfer back to future
employment and personal
life.”

Josh Quinit, Staff

Canadian Diversity
Highlights Need for
Immigrants in Maine
Stephen Roberts
Contributor

Ecuador.
“It was a place I really
connected with, and I enjoyed being around Ecuadorians,” Kumpf said of the
experience.
Students who might be
worried about their ability
to study abroad are encouraged to come into the Office
of International Programs,
located in 240 Estabrooke
Hall, as early as their first
year, although this is not
required. At the office, students can find Kumpf, an
enthusiastic world traveler
with a passion for advising
and helping students.
She encourages everyone to think about doing an
exchange program.

60,000 immigrants over the
next 20 years to stay economically viable. Our entire
region is aware that, if we
want to remain relevant, immigrants are a necessity.
We stand at the cusp of
failure and success. We need
immigrants. The children
are not staying, and there
are not enough of them.
The state should consider
the economic and humanitarian aspects of accepting
Syrian refugees. According
to the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees
there are just over 4 million
registered refugees. These
human beings need more
than aid. They need a safe
place to go so that they in
turn can start businesses,
pay taxes and employ other people. More than 11
million Syrians have been
displaced by the Syrian Civil War and the affronts by
terror groups such as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). This humanitarian
disaster and its subsequent
refugee crisis are opportunities for the State of Maine
to do the right thing while
also looking out for our own
self-interest.
The State’s motto is “Dirigo” or “I lead.” It is about
time we put our money
where our mouth is and we
show the rest of the country
we are not afraid to accept
these immigrants.

Adjusting
to UMaine:
Transfer
Student
Profiles
Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
On a typical Monday
night, the common room on
third floor of Kennebec Hall
at the University of Maine
is busy with students comparing homework answers,
lounging out on couches,
playing music and chatting.
Third floor, along with fourth
floor, comprise the transfer
student living community at
the university. This provides
opportunities for students to
bond those who are in a similar situation.
David Vitali, a fourthyear student who transferred,
is in his second year as a
Resident Assistant (RA) for
the fourth floor.
“Being a transfer student
is kind of like being an upperclassman but also being a
freshman,” Vitali said. “Being on a floor with other students going through the same
gives a shared experience
and is helpful to students.”
Vitali, who is from Freeport, Maine, transferred
from the University of New
Hampshire. Some of the RA
programs he runs for transfer students each year include the ice cream social at
the start of the fall semester
and the brick painting social, which allows students
to decorate doorstops and
encourages people to leave
their doors open and allow
for more social interaction.
“Personally as a transfer
student I didn’t want to be

made to feel different than
anyone else, and I try to take
that into consideration,” Vital said.
As a first-semester transfer student, he made the decision to apply for RA of Kennebec while a resident there
himself.
“As a transfer student I
felt that I could help other
transfer students in Kennebec,” he said.
Connor Terison, a new
transfer student who is a
second-year business management student from Cumberland, Maine, says he
transferred from Husson
University because he didn’t
like the feel of a small school.
Terison has only good things
to say about UMaine, as he
noted that people are welcoming, he has had no problems meeting anyone and
that he hasn’t been bored
with his experience.
“I felt like for me, it was
pretty easy. I knew people
already coming in,” Terison
said of the transfer adjustment.
Terison also joined intramural football, and has been
trying to keep busy.
For some students, the
adjustment may be tougher
than others, depending on
how late into college a transfer occurs. Sasha McLean,
a fourth-year chemical engineering student, just made
the transfer from UNH last
semester, but says she now
See Transfers on A9

A Beginner’s Guide To
Music Photography
Photography Lessons
Josh Fabel
Contributor
With the emergence of
photographers such as Adam
Elmakias and Ashley Osborn, music photography has
become a popular subject in
the photography world. Instagram, Tumblr and other popular forms of social media seem
to be flooded with breathtaking photographs of musicians
performing at different venues. The main problem people
have with music photography
is they don’t even know where
to begin or how to start taking
pictures of concerts.
The first thing to do is figure out the right gear.
There are so many different camera models out there,
and that can make things
overwhelming. The best way
to figure out which camera is
right for you is to figure out
the camera with which you
feel most comfortable. Many
music photographers out there
are often shooting with a Canon 6D. If you don’t have a big
budget, this camera can be
expensive, often retailing at
$1,399 on sites such as Amazon and Ebay. This camera
does perform well for what it
is worth. It has an ISO ability that is out of this world,
reaching up to 25600. This is
why it is such a popular choice
with music photographers —
it gives the ability to shoot in
venues that are poorly lit. As
far as lenses go, the Canon
EF 28-135mm lens is good
enough to start.

The second, and probably
biggest, thing to do is attend
shows and network. This can’t
be stressed enough. Networking helps you get your name
out there and allows you to
reach out to other potential
clients.
This past summer, I had
the opportunity to shoot a
couple of shows in the greater Philadelphia area. I looked
up a couple of local shows at
a venue called The Trocadero,
and saw that there was a local
show coming up with several area bands performing. A
couple of weeks before the
show, I looked up the bands on
Facebook and sent a couple of
emails to the bands directly.
Since the bands you start
out photographing are often
smaller, most of them will
be self-managed and won’t
have publicists, so there’s no
need to go and request media
passes or any of that complicated stuff. Usually I email
the bands a couple of weeks
prior to the show, send them
a message saying I want to
photograph them at the show
and that the photos would be
used for a blog and that they
can feel free to use any of the
photos I send them. Most of
the time, the bands have no
problem.
During the day of the show,
the next thing you want to do is
to make sure all of your gear is
in order. Make sure you have
your camera battery charged
and extra SD cards. These are
important things that are usually forgotten. After you have

everything, head to the venue
early. Set times are usually
made a couple of hours before
the show, so you don’t want to
risk missing bands performing
and the photo-ops that come
with them.
Once you’re at the show,
make sure you set up your
shutter speed, aperture and
ISO to what’s best. In a pretty dim venue I usually shoot
with a shutter speed at 1/250,
aperture f4.5-5.6 and ISO of
25400. If you don’t have a
Canon 6D, cranking your ISO
to as high as it goes will work
just as well. Once the show
starts, take as many photos as
you can. This may be a pain
later during editing, but there’s
a lot of movement at shows
and you want to salvage as
many good shots as you can.
After the show is over,
try to stick around and meet
the bands. They want to meet
you and get to know you.
Plus, remember that concerts
are a networking opportunity.
Bands are constantly playing with other bands and will
throw your name around if
they like your work.
Once you are home home,
get your editing done as soon
as possible. I usually do a
48-hour working period between the show and emailing
the photos to the band. When
you email the band, always be
kind and thank them for the
opportunity. After you have
done this all, the rest will just
fall into place. As soon as you
know it, bands will be sharing
your work all over the Internet.
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The Wonder Years
“No Closer to Heaven”

“The Transporter
Refueled”

Relativity Media

Hopeless Records
Josh Fabel
Contributor

RATING

On Sept. 4, pop-punk
band The Wonder Years
released their fourth studio album, “No Closer
To Heaven.” After many
long tours and headlining
the main stage this summer on the Vans Warped
Tour, The Wonder Years
have not shown any
signs of slowing down.
Their hard work and determination are greatly
reflected in this new album, and many fans of
the band will not be disappointed.
Being the fourth album release from the
band, “No Closer To
Heaven” shows a growth
in the strength of The
Wonder Years’ music.
This new album brings
many changes, but not
too many to scare off
original fans. For example, the intro track,
“Brothers &,” almost
gives off an indie vibe
with distorted guitar solos and a choir singing.
The track brings a feeling that the album is going to be a continuation
of “The Greatest Generation,” which featured
songs that were heavy
and emotional.
To much surprise, a
good amount of songs on
the album bring the feeling of pop and fun such
as “I Don’t Like Who I
Was Then,” which features the use of a synthesizer. This brings back
many memories for fans
that enjoyed the synthesizers on the band’s first
debut EP, “Won’t Be
Pathetic Forever.” “A
Song For Ernest Hemingway,” also incorporates the choir again,
but this time, the choir
almost gives off a barber-shop quartet feel, all
while still blending poppunk influences.
The lyricism of The
Wonders Years remains
unchanged. “No Closer
To Heaven” still brings
lyrics that illustrate feelings of angst and overcoming adversity. Lead
singer, Dan “Soupy,”

ACampbell still continues
to put his heart on his
sleeve, and scream lyrics
that have a lot of meaning. The chorus for many
of the songs are still
catchy and fun to sing
along to, and will most
likely continue to make
The Wonder Years concerts worth attending.
The Wonder Years
end their albums in ways
to keep listeners waiting for their next album
release, and usually
in creative ways. The
band’s last album, “The
Greatest
Generation,”
ended the record by taking lyrics from all of
the songs and blending
them together into one.
This time around, “No
Closer To Heaven” ends
the album with a single,
acoustic song. Unlike
most acoustic songs, this
song utilizes a rougher
sound to emphasize its
honesty. The song concludes the album in a
way that makes it sound
from the heart, which is
the root of every album
put out by The Wonder
Years.
Overall, The Wonder Years have put out
another solid album.
Although the album is
a slight departure from
their previous work,
it shows growth in the
band’s music, but not in
a way that makes them
seem like sellouts. “No
Closer To Heaven” stays
true to what fans of The
Wonder Years want —
music that is honest and
real, but delivers it in
a way that still brings
joy. The band will be
supporting their album
release later this fall by
going on tour throughout the U.S. with bands
Motion City Soundtrack,
State Champs and You
Blew It.
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Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
The directors of the
“Transporter” movies of
the early 2000s had a record of making movies
that received mostly average ratings, and since
the last film which debuted in 2008, the writers have had a great deal
of time to learn from
their mistakes. Now with
the reboot film “The
Transporter Refueled,”
starring Ed Skrein as
the driver-for-hire Frank
Martin, the story is entirely the same.
It’s easy to ignore
the story when it comes
to action thrillers. Oftentimes action movies
become caught up in
martial arts kicks, car
chases and gunfights.
Thus,
many
writers
themselves get caught up
in the action sequences
and lose the story. In this
“refueled” version, there
were too many distracting action sequences
that took away from the
development of the plot
line.
Ed Skrein does give
his best shot to be just
like any other smooth
and suave British hero,
taking much of his traits
from popular film characters like James Bond.
He does succeed, though,
and will carry the series
forward to the sequel.
His father is played
by veteran film actor
Ray Stevenson, who
stars most currently in
“The Divergent Series.”
Drunk as he may be, his
character always keeps
the audience laughing.
The lack of an identity in “The Transporter Refueled” serves as
a critical flaw with the
film. In many sophisticated crime and action
thrillers there’s a sense
of high class with flashy
cars, fine women and sex
appeal. As expected, this
reboot sticks right to the
bill. Something praiseworthy is the choice of
Frank Martin’s car, a
fully loaded Audi S8.
Although, if there were

Love at first bite:
Jamaican Vybz

Microsoft

RATING

Bgrades for product placement, “Refueled” would
certainly receive top
marks.
Shallow as most of the
movie may be, the action
sequences leave little to
be desired. Whether it
is throwing punches and
kicks at five enemies at
the same time or getting
chased by several police
cars down a busy city
street, the action is gripping. Writer Luc Besson,
who created the series,
remains just as clever
when creating the action
sequences
throughout
the movie, coming up
with situations that are
mind-boggling but mostly realistic. You can expect that all scenes took
a great deal of thought
and preparation before
the cameras started rolling.
Leaving this story without a fully developed and clear plot
is what destroyed the
film’s box office hopes,
with the film running
out of gas at about $9.5
million in profit. Do
not overlook the film’s
budget, though. With an
allotted $20 million to
spend, “Refueled” is the
epitome of getting what
you paid for.
The new trilogy of
films still has a lot of
room to grow. More focus on plot and an even
longer runtime is needed for the sequels. Ed
Skrein held it together
despite little experience.
All in all, the movie is
interesting but nothing
special. In the meantime, however, viewers
can thoroughly enjoy the
thrill ride of the movie and anxiously await
Frank Martin’s next
appearance on the big
screen.

Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
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“Have an Irie day.”
That’s what the chalkboard sign outside of Jamaican Vybz Take-Out Restaurant says.
Irie is a Jamaican word
that means, “to be at total
peace with your current state
of being,” and Irie is the best
way to describe this colorful
and cultural place.
Walking in, the first thing
easily noticed is the colorful
charisma of the establishment. The walls are cloaked
in green, yellow and red,
which are the colors of the
Rasta flag. Each color stands
for something different, according to The House of Marley blog.
Green stands for the Rastafarians’ homeland of Ethiopia, and it also stands as a
reminder that the earth will always need to be taken care of.
Yellow represents the sun and
all of the light, warmth and
happiness it brings. Lastly, the
red symbolizes the blood of
those suffering in Africa and
Jamaica; it is a plea for equality for those who struggle everyday with oppression.
Along with all of the colorful walls, there is a Bob
Marley flag off to the side,
smiling down on customers
as food is ordered and picked
up. The options aren’t endless, but they are different
and there is something for
everyone. From oxtail and
curry goat to jerk chicken and
Jamaican-style barbecue ribs,
there are options for the daring and the conservative eater
alike.
Ordering at the cash register, the waiter who took the
order wore a smile and a Rasta cap as he gave out food. It
came in a styrofoam box and
smelled wonderful. Opening up the box, there staring
up was a jerk chicken wrap
with two sides of both Jamaican-style red beans and rice
and coleslaw.
The jerk chicken wrap is
a glorious creation, starting
with a spinach wrap stuffed
with a layer each of jerk
chicken, fresh spinach and
tomato, roasted onion, feta
cheese, spicy coleslaw and

a fresh avocado mayo that is
full of first rate flavor.
Upon eating, one word
came to mind: spice. But it
wasn’t an overwhelming,
burn-your-mouth-off sensation. It was the perfect burn,
not too much but not too little. The fresh vegetables inside the sandwich perfectly
complimented the level of
spice. The avocado mayo had
enough of a cooling effect on
the spice and enough added
flavor to make this one of the
greatest wraps made in Bangor, Maine.
The two sides were delicious as well, especially
the Jamaican-style coleslaw.
Fresh shredded cabbage, carrots, mixed with a delicious
creamy-but-also-hot dressing. Coleslaw isn’t the most
desired food in America, but
if more people had coleslaw
like this, it just might crawl its
way to the top of the list. The
rice and beans were an adequate mix of light spices and
herbs, making it a nice side to
go with other dishes such as
curry chicken, which is also
a big hit.
This restaurant definitely
has top-notch potential. Already boasting rave reviews
on its Facebook page, many
people applaud the delicious,
nutritious options Jamaican
Vybz has to offer. It will continue to grow in customers
and it may even continue to
grow in menu, already touting a special breakfast menu
that includes a Jamaican egg
scramble, among other options.
The Jamaican Vybz establishment should be proud.
They have taken a tight, little space and turned it into
a foodie haven. They have
brought delicious culture to
the small urban area of Bangor and its citizens could not
be more enthralled.
Jamaican Vybz is located
on 97 Center Street in Bangor
and is open from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m.

TWEET US!
@themainecampus
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NEW AND UPCOMING RELEASES

Featured Column

Duran Duran, Paper Gods
Keith Richards, Crosseyed Heart
Atreyu, Long Live
The Perfect Guy (in theaters)
90 Minutes in Heavan (in theaters)
Dear White People (new on Netflix)

Canadian Diversity
Canada’s immigrant
acceptance a
lesson for Maine.

A10

Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 4

Reviews

The Wonder Years, “No Closer to
Heaven”
“The Transporter Refueled”
Restaurant: Jamaican Vybz
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Break a leg:
UMaine actors vie for part in historic play

Auditions for Anton Chekhov’s “The Cherry Orchard” were held Sept. 9 and 10 in Hauck Auditorium

The first theatrical auditions of the semester for the
University of Maine School
of Performing Arts are underway. This semester’s
production is “The Cherry
Orchard.”
Auditions for this year’s
University of Maine School
of Performing Arts production “The Cherry Orchard”
are under way.
Written by Anton Chekhov, “The Cherry Orchard”
was the playwright’s last
play written before he died in

1904. The play was directed
in the Moscow Art Theatre
by Constantin Stanislavski.
Marcia Douglas is directing the University of Maine’s
production of the show. She
chose this particular Chekhov play because of a past
director she met in college.
“I started as a dancer and
received a scholarship to go
to Colorado State University
in performing arts. There was
no dance major. There was a
theater major. So I thought,
“that’s what I’ll do,”” Douglas said. “The very first play I
was in, I met this new faculty
member in the theater de-

Aliya Uetuova
Contributor
College students who are
so driven to get good grades,
apply for various internships,
get into graduate schools and
find jobs, often forget to remember what a privilege it
is to live in a country where
there is no war.
During and after World
War II, more than 50 million
people were internally displaced, became refugees and
sought asylum in different
countries. According to the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in 2014 the number

of people who were forcibly
displaced from their homes
had risen to nearly 60 million. The Syrian Civil War,
which started in the wake of
the Arab Spring in 2011 and
is still taking place, has directly impacted this increase.
The UNHCR registered just
over 4 million Syrian people
as refugees as of Sept. 6.
As of 2014, there more
than 500,000 Congolese refugees in the world, according
to the UNHCR. The ongoing
tribal conflict between Hutus
and Tutsis, which resulted in
violations of human rights
See Refugee on A9

excited for it.”
The play not only has special meaning for Douglas,
but back in the early 20th
century, “The Cherry Orchard” changed theater forever.
Before Chekhov, the theater used the “star” system
— one main actor while the
others disappeared in the
background. Chekhov believed in making acting more
honest and connecting with
truth. He focused on the ensemble, meaning everyone
involved makes the play
work and not just the star.
“You can’t do a produc-

tion without everybody,”
Douglas said. “The big parts
and the small parts, backstage technicians and designers — it takes everyone
together to make a theatrical
piece. This was a new idea at
the time.”
“Everybody’s creativity is
involved. The result of that
kind of work is way more
than any one person could
do.”
Auditions for the play
took place on Wednesday
Sept. 9 and Thursday Sept.
10. Since this particular
play is considered tough for
actors, Douglas looked for
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Once a
refugee,
UMaine
graduate
now making
a difference
overseas

partment. He was directing
The Cherry Orchard and he
cast me. I had never had to
talk onstage. It was terrifying, but it was life changing.
That was 50 years ago, and
he just died this spring.”
Douglas’ favorite playwright is Chekhov, but this
will be her first Chekhov
play that she directs. There
is a reason behind why she
has not yet directed one of
his plays.
“This is really tough
stuff. It’s tough acting-wise,”
Douglas said. “It’s just time
for me to do this play. I really hold it dear and I’m really

W

Kate Berry
Staff Writer

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

certain attributes in the auditioners’ performances.
“They need to be honest
in the moment and bring the
words to life,” Douglas said.
“I’ve asked them to prepare
a Chekhov monologue. Can
an actor make the words
their own? The whole point
is making it your own. You
can’t guess what the director
wants. I know it when I see
it.”
John Logan, a third-year
mass communication and
theater student, chose to audition because of his love of
See Play on A9

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
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Women of the World luncheons will begin Sept. 14

Kyah Lucky, Contributor

Long-standing tradition of luncheons set to break
down cultural barriers

Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
As the summer concludes
and the school year begins, life gets busier. Clubs
at UMaine open up to new
members, football season
has its opening night and the
weather starts to cool down.
Along with all of these activities, another tradition has
picked up from last year:
Women of the World luncheons.
Forty years ago, the group
Women of the World was
started as a support group
for spouses of students or
new faculty who came to

the University of Maine.
Mireille La Gal, an advisor
and coordinator in UMaine’s
International Programs and
an overseer of Women of the
World luncheons, has helped
run these events for 15 years.
“Back when this all started, people weren’t able to get
around as easy as they can
now. Some people of some
cultures aren’t able to drive,
so this was a way for them to
get connected with the community and meet new people
and do some fun activities,”
La Gal said.
The luncheon is a women’s only event on the second
Monday of every month, and

each luncheon has a different
theme with food provided
accordingly.
“Right now, the group is a
fairly large group of women
who don’t necessarily have
an international background,
but it includes women who
have an interest in international culture,” La Gal said.
The women who attend
these luncheons don’t have
to be of a certain ethnic descent -- any female can attend. There is no age limit
and, for women who have
young children, the group
does allow sons up to the age
See Women on A9

Competing Visions of
Sustainability: Scarcity
or Abundance?
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Senator George J.
Mitchell Center,
Norman Smith Hall
Free
Thursday
Palestine and Israel:
The Water Issue
12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Bangor Room,
Memorial Union
Free
Friday
September Star Show:
Undiscovered Worlds
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Emera Astronomy
Center
$6

Sports
Hockey
Hockey East Preview
A look at the upcoming
season in Hockey East
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UMAINE RESULTS

9/7 Field Hockey vs. Boston University
9/11 Women’s Soccer at Marist
Field Hockey at Providence
9/13 Women’s Soccer at Quinnipiac
Field Hockey vs. Harvard

B3

Loss
Win
Win
Loss
Win

2-1 OT
5-0
4-1
3-1
7-1

Football
Trevor Bates
The leader of the
“Black Hole” defense

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4
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UMaine Field Hockey falls to No. 20 BU,
rebounds over the weekend for pair of wins
Timothy Rocha
Contributor
The University of Maine
field hockey team lost 2-1
in overtime at home against
Boston University on Monday, off a penalty stroke by
Terriers third-year midfielder
Hester van der Laan. The loss
drops the Black Bears to 3-1
overall on the season, marking their first loss of the year.
With the victory, the Terriers
improve to 2-1 overall.
“I think we can do better
with our overtime play, this
was our first time this season, so I’m kind of thinking
that there are some things we
can definitely learn from this
game that can help us going
forward,” Black Bears head
coach Josette Babineau said
after the contest.
Maine came onto the field
aggressively, taking six shots
on the goal during the first
half alone. Boston played
mistake free, but only recorded one shot before the opening half was complete.
The half ended with both
teams knotted at 0-0. Maine
and Boston both had numerous opportunities to score,
but strong defense thwarted
both offenses.
Boston ended the scoring
drought in the second half
with a shot from third-year
forward Madeline McClain.
McClain received a pass from
fourth-year back Rachel Coll
and snuck the ball by thirdyear goaltender Emma Co-

chran for a 1-0 Terriers lead.
The Black Bears struggled
for most of the second half,
until fourth-year forward
Jessica Skillings delivered
a perfect pass to third-year
forward Danielle Aviani who,
while in stride, scored a goal
on Boston third-year netminder Cammy Jensen, tallying her second of the year.
For the remainder of the
half, Maine kept consistent
pressure on Boston’s goal,
but were unable to score.
The second half ended with
Maine and Boston tied 1-1
heading into overtime.
In
overtime,
Boston
stepped up and outplayed
Maine. Boston had four shots
on the goal, while Maine
failed to tally a single shot
during the overtime period.
The game ended when
Boston was awarded a penalty stroke. Third-year goalie
Emily Corbett, who replaced
Cochran, blocked the first
penalty stroke from van der
Laan, but the referees determined that Corbett moved too
early on the play and as a result, Boston was awarded another attempt. On the second
penalty stroke, van der Laan
beat Corbett, sending the Terrier’s home with the win.
The Terriers failed to
score on four corner shots
that could have given them a
comfortable lead in the game,
but were unable to find the
back of the net. Maine’s defense was particularly stout
on all attempts, especially

Samantha Gomes dribbles around an opponent during Maine’s 7-1 rout of Harvard

Cochran and Corbett’s combined play in net.
The Black Bears may
have lost the game, but spirits
were still high after the game.
Third-year midfielder Sydney
Veljacic felt there were still
positive takeaways.
“I thought we played really well, we had a good running game. We created lots
of chances in front of the net,
and I thought our passing was
good,” Veljacic said.
Fourth-year forward Cassidy Svetek shared a similar

Women’s soccer splits
weekend action

outlook.
“It sucks that we didn’t
get the win, I was really hoping for that but I’m really impressed with how we looked
and going on from here,”
Svetek said.
The Black Bears take to
the road for a contest against
Providence this Friday at 3
p.m.
UMaine Field Hockey
team beats Providence 4-1
The University of Maine
field hockey team made a
statement by beating Prov-

idence 4-1 on Friday. With
the victory, the Black Bears
now hold a 4-1 record on the
season, while the Providence
Friars now fall to a 0-5 record
this year. The Black Bears
have begun to quickly mount
an impressive season, with
this win marking their third
road victory.
Maine’s win included
goals from third-year forward
Danielle Aviani, fourth-year
forward Cassidy Svetek,
fourth-year back Nicole
Sevey and second-year for-

Courtesy of Aley Lewis

ward Madison Cummings.
Maine came out strong,
scoring two consecutive
goals to start the half. The
first of which came when
Aviani reached the net. Aviani continued on her strong
season by beating fourth-year
goalkeeper Deidra Clymer on
the score. The goal marked
Aviani’s third goal of the season and her second one this
week.
The second goal on the
See WFH on B2

Hockey East teams
to watch for the
2015-16 season

File Photo

Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The Maine women’s
soccer team emphatically
handled Marist on the road
Friday night to earn their
fourth win on the season,
5-0. Third-year goalkeeper
Claudia Dube-Trempe was
exceptional in-between the
pipes for the Black Bears,
denying 11 shots and earning her fourth shut out of
the season.
The
scoring
was
well-rounded for the Black
Bears, having four different players find the back of
the net. Maine had somewhat of a slow start, scoring only once in the first
half. Third-year midfield-

er Alex Abrahams earned a
well-deserved first goal of
the season in the 20th minute when she got the ball
off a Marist turnover and
ripped a shot from 35 yards
out. The ball sailed over
the goalkeeper’s head and
into the back of the net,
putting the Black Bears on
top 1-0 at the half.
Maine dominated in the
second half, taking complete control of the contest. Just one minute into
the second half, first-year
forward Anetra Byfield
scored a nice chip in goal
off of an excellent find
from first-year forward
Vivien Beil, doubling the
Black Bears lead. Beil assisted again on the next

goal when she found firstyear back Kate Evans in
the 57th minute.
Evans sniped a shot in
the top left corner to improve Maine’s lead to 3-0.
Black Bears second-year
midfielder Kaitlin Saulter
scored next on a great individual effort in the 74th
minute, finding the back
of the net on an unassisted
play.
Topping off the goal
scoring
festivities
for
Maine was Byfield netting
her second of the game and
third of the season. This
time, Byfield was set up by
second-year forward Abby
Maker.
See Soccer on B2

Boston University looks to be a top contender in Hockey East

Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
Hockey East Teams
to Watch for the 2015-16
Season
The hype videos are
out, and the wait is almost over; college hockey will be underway in a
few weeks. In the Northeast, college hockey is
dominated by the Hockey
East conference, arguably
the top conference in the
country. Within Hockey
East there are the teams
that are annual contenders, but there are some
who are rising up to the
top of the standings. Here

are the top four teams to
watch during the 2015-16
season.
1.Providence College
Friars
The National Champions look to defend their
title as they prepare for
the upcoming season. After finishing tied for second in Hockey East last
season with a record of
13-8-1 (26-13-2 overall),
the Friars were defeated
in the Hockey East quarterfinals in three games
by the University of New
Hampshire.
That loss did not keep
them out of the NCAA
tournament, as they re-

File Photo

ceived an at-large bid
as the fourth seed in the
East Region. After winning through their section
of the bracket, the Friars
took home their first national championship in
program history.
Despite losing their
number one goalie Jon
Gillies to the Calgary
Flames, they are returning eight of their 10 top
scorers from last season,
including Nick Saracino
(14-24—38), their number one scorer from last
season. All of the goal
scorers from the nationSee Hockey on B3
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half came from Svetek, with
an assist from first-year midfielder Casey Crowley, marking Svetek’s second on the
year.
The second half marked
two more unanswered goals
for the Black Bears as Sevey
met the net, as a result of another assist from Crowley.
Cummings then scored her
very first goal of the year,
putting the Black Bears up to
a comfortable 4-0 lead.
With only 10 minutes left
in the game, Adrienne Houle
scored her first goal of the
year on a penalty corner,
beating second-year goalie Emily Corbett. The score
kept the game from being a
shutout and produced the final score of 4-1.
Black Bears dominate
Harvard 7-1
The University of Maine
field hockey team came out
strong as they beat Harvard
7-1 on Sunday in one of their
most impressive victories on
the season. The win included two scores from first-year
back Samantha Wagg, an
unanswered 6-0 lead, strong
performances from first-year
players and a score from firstyear back Delaney Baxendale
with one second left on the
clock. The win vaults Maine
to 5-1 on the season and
knocks Harvard to 1-2.
“I think we did really well
considering we had a wave of
freshman out on the field today, we were really on fire,”
Wagg said.
The game featured six
goals scored by freshman
players. Five of those freshman scores came from Maine
players.
The Black bears scored
six consecutive unanswered
goals in the game before Harvard was able to prevent a
shutout. The first goal came
when fourth-year back Nicole Sevey hit in a bounced
up ball during a corner foul.
Almost immediately after the
play, fourth-year forward Jessica Skillings set up a pass to
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Wagg, who met the back of
the net for her first goal of the
season.
The first half ended with
a 2-0 score favoring Maine.
At the beginning of the second half, second-year Emma
Cochran took over as goalkeeper.
Third-year forward Danielle Aviani was the next
player to score, tipping the
ball into the net during a corner foul attempt. The goal
marked her fourth of the year,
continuing her recent streak
of dominance on the field.
First-year midfielder Libby Riedl then had her first
score of the year on an unassisted goal to put Maine up
4-0. Riedl then came back
with an assist to Wagg, who
beat third-year goalie Issy
Davies for her second score
in the game.
With a comfortable lead,
Maine pulled most of their
starters, but the Black Bears
still played like they wanted
to score with every chance.
The next score came when
first-year back Ella Mosky
had an unassisted goal following another corner foul.
Harvard prevented a shutout when first-year back Elizabeth Jacobson unleashed a
bullet pass into Maine’s goal,
beating Cochran. The score
came with two minutes left in
the game.
As the game concluded,
Maine still played competitive. With one second left on
the clock, Baxendale scored
her first goal this year.
The game ended with a
score of 7-1, giving Maine
the win. The Black Bears did
a great job capitalizing on every opportunity that was presented in their statement performance. They played well
during corner foul shots and
were able to set the tone of
the game. Even when freshman backups came in, the
Black Bears still found ways
to add points onto the board.
The Black Bears look to
continue their strong season
as they travel to Quinnipiac
on Thursday, Sept. 17.

David Ortiz joins 500 club

Wikipedia

David Ortiz passed into an elite club this weekend.

Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
David Ortiz led off the
fifth inning Saturday night
against the Tampa Bay
Rays’ Matt Moore with
499 homers, and ended the
at-bat as a part of baseball’s elite. Ortiz crushed
a 2-2 breaking ball into
the right field bleachers
for his 500th career home
run after hitting his 499th
career round tripper in the

Soccer

from B1
Black Bears fall 3-1 to
Quinnipiac
The
University
of
Maine women’s soccer
team was back on the
road again Sunday afternoon to visit the Quinnipiac Bobcats. The Black
Bears were delivered
their third loss of the season by the score of 3-1,
dropping Maine’s record
to 4-3 overall on the season. The Black Bears road

first inning.
Ortiz becomes the 27th
player in the history of
Major League Baseball
to accomplish this feat.
He also joins a group of
legendary Red Sox batters
who have hit their 500th
homer with Boston, those
players being Jimmie
Foxx, Ted Williams and
fellow Dominican Manny Ramirez. Ortiz is just
the fourth player from the
Dominican Republic to hit

500 homers, continuing a
strong year for Boston’s
Dominican born, after Pedro Martinez was inducted into the Hall of Fame
earlier in the summer.
While this season has
been another disappointing display for the Red
Sox, Ortiz has been one of
a few bright spots in the
2015 season. His threemonth power surge has
been one of the best in his
career, hitting 28 homers

in 273 at bats, a better
home run to at a bat ratio than his 54 home run
season back in 2006. With
this display of power at
age 39, Ortiz is making
a bid to have his contract
extended.
At the beginning of
the 2015 season, Boston
and Big Papi agreed to a
one-year $16 million contract extension, with an

woes continue as they are
now 1-3 away from home.
With the victory, Quinnipiac improved to 4-1 on the
young season.
Both teams came out
of the gates aggressively
with all four goals being
tallied in the first half of
play. Quinnipiac came
out hot scoring a goal in
the first and fifth minutes of play. Third-year
midfielder Jess Fontaine
took a pass from firstyear forward Nadya Gill
on a through ball that
caught Maine sleeping,

sniping it past Maine
third-year
goaltender
Claudia
Dube-Trempe.
The Bobcats second goal
came shortly after when
first-year forward Jess
Gargan took matters into
her own hands and had
a tremendous unassisted
goal to put the Bobcats
up 2-0 just five minutes
in. Fontaine then added
to the lead with her second of the afternoon in the
28th minute, mounting the
Bobcats lead to 3-0 and
they never looked back.
Maine’s lone goal of

the afternoon was an unassisted one that was netted by first-year forward
Vivien Beil. Beil now has
two goals and three assists on the year and continues to impress in her
freshman year campaign
for the Black Bears.
Maine is returning
home to play their next
contest
against
LIU
Brooklyn Saturday, Sept.
19. The Black Bears are
looking to continue their
unbeaten streak at home
and get one back in the
win column.

See Ortiz on B5
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al championship game are
also returning, so the Friars
have players who can perform on the biggest stage.
Looking at the goalie
situation, Providence has
two options; third-year
goalie Nick Ellis, who
played in five games last
season, posting a .910
save percentage and a 2.22
GAA. The other would be
Brendan Leahy who played
just two minutes last season. No one will be able to
replace Gillies right away,
but Ellis might be a close
second once he has experience.
This team will be a little top heavy, with nine
fourth-year and seven
third-year players, but experience is everything,
especially after winning a
national championship. If
the Friars can continue to
keep the puck out of the
net and stay disciplined,
they should be a contender
this season.
2. Boston University
Terriers
After the season BU had
last year, they should not
be overlooked entering the
2015-16 campaign. Coach
David Quinn will manage
to put together a solid team
pulling from Canadian
leagues and the USA U-18
squad, there will be plenty
of talent on this team.
The Terriers were the
top dogs in Hockey East
last season with a record
of 14-5-3 (28-8-5 overall),
and were the runner-up in
the national championship
game after dropping a one
goal game to Providence.
Even without the likes
of Jack Eichel and Evan
Rodrigues, BU is returning
seven of their 10 top scorers, including fourth-year
forward Danny O’Regan
and Matt Grzelcyk on defense. The team is mostly
upperclassmen as well,
sporting six fourth-year
and five third-year players on the roster, so look
for them to be a dangerous
team.
One major loss will also
come in net for the Terriers,
as Matt O’Connor signed a
contract with the Ottawa
Senators in the offseason.
O’Connor’s 6’6’’ frame
made him a very effective
goaltender, so replacing
him will be a challenge.
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The best candidate will be
second-year Connor LaCouvee who saw action in
eight games, and recorded
a 3-4-1 record with a .913
save percentage and a 2.58
GAA.
The key to a successful
season for BU will depend
on their offense and power play. They were the top
scorers in Hockey East last
year, both at even strength
and with the man advantage. Putting the puck in
the net more than any other
team will make up for their
lack of depth and experience in between the pipes.
They have the players to do
it, so look for them to make
a run at another Hockey
East title.
3. University of Vermont Catamounts
UVM surprised a lot of
people when they advanced
to the Hockey East semifinal game last season after
posting a 10-9-3 (22-15-4
overall) record, finishing
seventh in the conference.
They just missed the cut in
the pairwise for the NCAA
tournament, but the Catamounts play a tough and
disciplined style of hockey
that will lead to their success.
UVM is rolling out
a lineup with just four
fourth-year players, but
with 10 third-years. That
will be a very strong class
next season, and they will
likely have an impact in
the 2015-16 season as
well. One of those thirdyears is goaltender Mike
Santaguida, who split time
with Brody Hoffman last
year. Santaguida played in
25 games and recorded a
.923 save percentage and a
2.08 GAA.
The Catamount offense
should be stable as well,
with seven of their top 10
scorers returning, including three of their top five
in Brady Shaw (No. 2),
Alexx Privitera (No. 3) and
Mario Puskarich (No. 5).
While finishing second
overall in scoring defense
(2.22 ga/gm) and second
overall in special teams
(20.1 percent on the power play and 87.5 percent on
the penalty kill), the problem for the Catamounts
last year was actually putting the puck in the net. If
the top scorers can actually score, the defense will
likely hold, and Vermont
could make a deep run in
the Hockey East tourna-

ment.
4. University of Connecticut Huskies
The new team in the
conference did not fair all
that well in their first season in Hockey East, finishing tied for ninth in the
conference with a record of
7-11-4 (10-19-7 overall).
They were also swept out
of the Hockey East tournament in the first round by
UNH. So, why would they
be on this list? A few reasons.
One being their age.
The Huskies have just
four fourth-years and four
third-years, so the majority
of their team is young. This
can be double edged sword,
but after hanging with and
even beating some of the
best teams in the conference last season, they have
proven that they are up to
the task. They might not be
the best this year, but they
will keep getting better
and in a couple of years the
will have one of the more
experienced teams in the
conference.
UConn also has one of
the best first shot goaltenders in the conference in
third-year Rob Nichols.
Nichols made the most
saves in all of Hockey East
last year, stopping 1,052
shots; good for a .918
save percentage and a 2.73
GAA. Unfortunately, he
did not receive much offensive support, leading to
19 losses on the year.
Even though the Huskies return six of their 10
top scorers and four of their
top five, their top scorer
from last season only had
18 points, good for the
fourth or fifth spot on most
other teams. UConn will
have to put the puck in the
net to be successful in the
conference. But their size
and strength make them
very hard to play against
for teams that rely on
speed and finesse to win.
Look for UConn to shake
any doubts of a sophomore
slump and finish high in
the standings this year.
Anything can happen in
hockey, and as the preseason polls roll in there will
be even more speculation
around the potential contenders this year. Keep an
eye on some of these teams
though, as they could be
making entertaining runs
come January and February.

NFL week two picks
Derek Douglass
Contributor
New England Patriots 20
Buffalo Bills
17
This is going to be one
of the more difficult early
season matches for New
England. Buffalo’s defense
is looking sharp with the
recent re-signing of defensive tackle Marcell Dareus,
and will look to stuff the
run and put pressure on
Brady. But the difference in
this game will be the inexperienced Bills quarterback
Tyrod Taylor. The Patriots
defense will keep him under pressure, and uncomfortable. It will be a relatively low scoring affair,
but I have New England
edging out the Bills with a
last-minute field goal.
Carolina Panthers 21
Houston Texans 10
This is not a very entertaining matchup to watch.
Both offenses are without
key players, Texans missing running back Arian
Foster, while the Panthers
recently lost WR Kelvin
Benjamin for the year. The
one positive aspect in this
matchup will be the Panthers defense, headed by
newly re-signed linebacker
Luke Kuechly. The Texans
will need backup RB Alfred Blue to rush for over
100 yards to have a chance
and I just don’t think that
will happen. I got the Panthers in this one.
Pittsburgh Steelers 34
San Francisco 49ers 16
The Steelers will be on
fire on this one, after a disappointing opening night
loss to the Patriots. Antonio Brown will go over
100 yards for the second
straight game against the
depleted 49ers team who
saw their team get decimated in the offseason.
Watch out for the sleeper
of the game which will be
RB Deangelo Williams of
the Steelers. He will go for
over 100 yards for the second straight game, making
a case of why he should be
seriously looked at in the
Steelers committee of running backs. A lot of Pittsburgh offense and not a lot
of 49ers anything. Steelers
easily in this one.
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Tampa Bay Buccaneers 21
New Orleans Saints 17
UPSET ALERT (or is
it really even an upset?).
In recent history the Bucs
have played the Saints very
tough and I think this is the
game where Jameis Winston leads them over the
hump. The Saints defense
is ranked 31st in the league
which is second to last
and that will be the death
of them in this game. The
dark horse of this game will
be the “Muscle Hamster”
Doug Martin, as he will
go for over 100 yards on
the soft Saints front seven.
Drew Brees will throw the
ball a lot in this contest and
it won’t be enough. I got
the Buccaneers.
Detroit Lions
28
Minnesota Vikings 14
I have two words that
will be the difference in
this contest: Calvin Johnson. Megatron will go off
in this game, going for over
100 yards with a pair of
touchdowns to go with it.
Adrian Peterson will get
his yards but it will not be
enough in the end. Lions
will stay poised in this one
and show everyone why
they shouldn’t sleep on
them in the NFC this year. I
have the Lions by a couple
scores.
Arizona Cardinals 23
Chicago Bears
17
This will be a close
game the whole way, but
the stout defense of the
Cardinals will force Jay
Cutler back into his old
habits of turning the ball
over, he will throw a picksix that will be the difference in this one. Losing top
WR Brandon Marshall to
the Jets will hurt them more
than they think, and with
Alshon Jeffrey banged up,
Cutler won’t have a true
go-to receiver. The Bears
will be left searching for
answers, as the rock solid
Cardinals will take this one
on the Bears home turf.
Cincinnati Bengals 30
San Diego Chargers 24
This game will be decided by who rushes for
more yards, and that will
be Jeremy Hill of the Bengals. This is one of the
more tough matchups to
decipher, as both teams
are even. But, Andy Dalton will limit his mistakes,
and stick to the ground and
pound, as the Chargers will
struggle with rookie RB
Melvin Gordon. I like the
Bengals by about a touchdown.
Tennessee Titans 17
Cleveland Browns 6
Battle of the basement.
Both teams will struggle
mightily this year trying
to find their footing, and
both will struggle in this
one. The Titans will start to
find their way, on the legs
of dual threat RB’s Bishop
Sankey and David Cobb, as
each will combine for over
100 yards on the ground.
The Browns just won’t get
anything going on offense
and will fall in this one.
The Titans will themselves
out of the basement with a
win here.
Atlanta Falcons 42
New York Giants 35
Most of this game will
be spent watching the ball
fly through the air, as each
team will likely attempt
over 50 passes. With each
defense ranked in the bottom four in the league and
each passing attack ranked
in the top 10, it’s understandable how this will be
a high scoring affair. Julio
Jones will go off for three
touchdowns (yes three).
But Eli will be Eli and I
see a couple interceptions
in his future. That will be
the difference, Falcons by a
touchdown.

St. Louis Rams
20
Washington Redskins 10
The line of scrimmage
will be dominated by the
Rams front seven, which
will virtually run over the
Skins weak offensive line.
Kirk Cousins will struggle
and Alfred Morris won’t
be able to bail him out.
Tre Mason will surprise
his critics and go over 100
yards and a score. Rams in
this one, no doubt.
Miami Dolphins
30
Jacksonville Jaguars 12
When you are ranked
in the bottom half of the
league on defense and offense, you don’t stand a
chance against the Dolphins. Blake Bortles has
given me no signs that he
can be a solid QB in the
NFL, and I don’t think this
game will be any different.
Ryan Tannehill will take
over in this one, showing
his fantasy owners that he
is in the top tier of quarterbacks. Lamar Miller will
compliment the offensive
attack nicely as the Dolphins stomp the Jags.
Oakland Raiders 23
Baltimore Ravens 21
Am I really picking the
Raiders in this game? THE
RAIDERS? Yes, yes I am.
Linebacker Khalil Mack
is a powerhouse for that
Raiders defense, and newly
acquired Aldon Smith will
make the difference. The
Raiders will put their foot
down and attempt to begin
to resurrect a dismal past
10 years of awful football.
With the offense being led
by young guns Latavius
Murray and Amari Cooper
will stun the Ravens.
Dallas Cowboys
34
Philadelphia Eagles 23
Statement game. I’m
still not into the Chip Kelly
high flying offense hype.
He is starting injury prone
Sam Bradford and Demarco Murray, who saw just
shy of 500 carries last year.
You heard that right, 500.
Those two alone worry me
deeply about the longevity
of this “high flying” Eagles
squad. Dallas Cowboys
make the statement to their
division rival that they are
going to win all of the NFC
this year. Yes I have the
Cowboys going to the SuperBowl, you heard it here
first. Romo and Dez Bryant
dominate, cruising to victory.
Green Bay Packers 27
Seattle Seahawks 24
No replacement refs will
be present this time. Even
with two Super Bowl appearances under his belt,
there is something about
Russell Wilson I am not
sold on, specifically his
throwing ability. Maybe
I’m just delusional, but I’m
not just not 100 percent on
him. Aaron Rodgers throws
a gem, throwing 2 TD’s to
underrated Davante Adams. The Green Bay defense makes a big stop deep
into the fourth against the
Seahawks to skirt by with
the win. The Pack wins by
a field goal.
Indianapolis Colts 38
New York Jets
13
It’s a shame that this
game has to be on Monday
Night Football, because it
won’t be much of a game at
all. The Jets will finish last
in the AFC east this year
and this game will only reassure that prediction. Andrew Luck will look sharp
in his second start, but the
unsung hero of this one
will be the ageless Frank
Gore. Gore will go over
100 yards after struggling
week one against the daunting Bills defense. The Jets
won’t get much of anything
going on offense, and Colts
will have everything going,
winning by a large margin.
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Around the Conference

FOOTBALL SCORES
9/12

Richmond
Hampton
Rhode Island
Albany
Lehigh
James Madison
New Hampshire
Colgate
Central Conn. St.
Stony Brook
Saint Francis
Towson

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
31
28
7
35
17
55

Villanova
Fordham
Lafayette
Delaware
Elon
Gardner-Webb

14

1

7

2

9

3

19

4

21

5

13

6

26

7

8

8

9

9

38

10

20

11

35

12

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

1-0

1-1

0-0

2-0

0-0

1-0

0-0

1-0

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-2

Albany
James Madison
Stony Brook
William & Mary
Delaware
Elon
New Hampshire
Richmond
Towson
Villanova
Maine
Rhode Island

UPCOMING

GAMES

Thursday, September 17
Field Hockey
at Quinnipiac
2 p.m.
Friday, September 18
Cross Country
vs. Providence
3 p.m.
Saturday, September 19
Women’s Soccer
vs. LIU Brooklyn
12 p.m.
Field Hockey
vs. Siena at Vermont
1:30 p.m.
Football
at Tulane
8 p.m.
Sunday, September 20

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCORES
9/7

Stony Brook
Marist
Holy Cross
9/8
UMass Lowell
Siena
9/9
Vermont
9/10 Albany
Dartmouth
Hartford
NJ Inst. Tech.
9/11 UMass Lowell
Lafayette

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

1

New Hampshire
0
Temple
4
Hofstra
2
Stony Brook
3
Buffalo
2
Binghamton
0
UMBC
2
Loyola
1 9/13 Temple
0
Binghamton
0
Dartmouth
1
Vermont

0

1

4

2

2

3

1

4

3

5

0

6

0

7

2

8

4

9

9/7

California
Indiana
Hofstra
9/8
Albany
9/10 Holy Cross
UC Davis
Iowa
Stanford
9/11 Fairfield
UC Davis
Penn State
California

0

OVERALL

0-0-0

5-1

0-0-0

4-3

0-0-0

2-3-3

0-0-0

3-4

0-0-0

3-5

Field Hockey

0-0-0

2-4

0-0-0

1-5-1

0-0-0

1-6-1

Northwestern vs. UC
Davis
3 p.m.

0-0-0

1-5

Hartford
Maine
New Hampshire
Albany
Stony Brook
Vermont
Binghamton
UMBC
UMass Lowell

Around the
League
Tuesday, September 15

Women’s Soccer
Vermont vs. Marist
3:30 p.m.

6
0

Quinnipiac vs. Albany
3 p.m.

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

Massachusetts
2
UMass Lowell
3
Maryland
0
Albany
0
Michigan
1
Vermont
2
Connecticut
3
New Hampshire
1
Saint Louis
0
Standford
0 9/12 Davison
2
Vermont

AE RECORD

1

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY SCORES

Field Hockey
vs. Cornell at Vermont
2:30 p.m.

7

1

1

2

3

3

5

4

4

5

Wednesday, September 16

AE RECORD

OVERALL

0-0

5-1

Field Hockey

0-0

5-1

0-0

4-1

Vermont vs. Holy Cross
3 p.m.

0-0

2-3

0-0

1-4

Maine
UMass Lowell
Albany
New Hampshire
Vermont

2

Thursday, September 17
Women’s Soccer
Bryant vs. UMass Lowell
3 p.m.

1
6
2

Hartford vs. Yale
6 p.m.

1
2

Harvard vs. UNH
7 p.m.

0

Delaware St. vs. UMBC
7 p.m.
Friday, September 18
Field Hockey

THE BIG TIME
Cleveland Browns QB Josh
McCown injured in week 1,
replaced by Johnny Manziel who went 13 of 24 for
182 yards, 1 TD, 1 INT, 2
fumbles.

Baltimore Ravens linebacker
Terrell Suggs out for season
with torn achilles tendon.

Hofstra vs. UMass Lowell
3 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Three-time NBA MVP Moses Malone dies at age of 60.

Tennessee Titans rookie QB
Marcus Mariota tosses 4
touchdowns in debut, blowing out the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 42-14.

New York Mets on seven
game winning streak, 9.5
games ahead in the NL East

Central Michigan vs. UC
Davis
3 p.m.
VCU vs. Univ. of the
Pacific
12 p.m.
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Ortiz

from B2
option to keep him in a
Red Sox uniform until the
2017 season. He would
be 42 then, but Ortiz has
showed little signs of
slowing down.
This is Papi’s ninth
season with 30 or more
home runs, passing Williams for the most in Red
Sox history. He is proving
that he can still compete
in his advanced age, and
has been a staple of the
Boston offense for over a
decade.
But the question that
remains unanswered is:
Should he retire? Any Sox
fan would tell you they
want Ortiz to retire as a
member of the Red Sox,
Ortiz probably wants the
same thing; but would
getting rid of Ortiz be
better for Boston with
their current log jam of a
roster?
Moving
Hanley
Ramirez out of the outfield has become the next
course of action for Boston, opening up that spot
to young players like
Jackie Bradley Jr., Mookie Betts and Rusney Castillo. Moving Hanley to
first base was an option
as well, but with players
like Travis shaw coming up from Triple A and
having success, relegating Ramirez to designated
hitter duties makes sense.
Since Ortiz is showing
that he can still hit, this
problem becomes a lot
tougher. Do the Red Sox
keep Ortiz in as DH and
let Hanley Ramirez flounder in the field and at the
plate, taking playing time
away from younger players who are having suc-
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cess? Or do they bench
or trade Ortiz to make
changes on the field and
face the wrath of an angry
Red Sox Nation?
After the Jon Lester
debacle, if the Sox traded
Ortiz now the city would
probably implode, as he
has been the most influential player for the Red
Sox since joining the team
in 2003. There are plenty
of moves to be made for
when Ortiz leaves, it is
just a matter of time before he does. The only
way for him to leave
peacefully is for him to
retire, but that might not
be like until his contract
is up in 2017.
As for what happens to
Oritz after he does retire,
Hall of Fame comes to the
minds of many. Big Papi
is arguably the best DH of
all time, and his postseason numbers are staggering. He has been the most
clutch hitter for Boston,
entering the national spotlight in the latter stages of
the 2004 postseason.
While Ortiz’s numbers
are Hall of Fame worthy, many cite PED use
in 2003 as a reason why
he should be kept off the
ballot. Ortiz claims innocence, and has not failed a
drug test since 2004 when
most of his power hitting
was done.
Only time will answer
these remaining questions about the extremely successful career for
the Boston DH. Best case
scenario for both him and
the Sox? He retires at the
end of next season, has
his number 34 retired by
the Red Sox, and will be
a first ballot Hall of Famer. To end a career like his
in such a way seems only
fitting.

“Black Hole” defense
led by Trevor Bates
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
“Defense…the
Black
Hole” is one of many phrases
located on posters all over the
Maine football office in the
Memorial Gym. This Black
Hole defense is one of the
Black Bears’ calling cards, an
element of their game that the
team prides itself on. Fifthyear senior Trevor Bates is a
veteran of the Black Hole, and
will look to make an impact in
his final season of eligibility.
Bates’ football career had
humble beginnings, but led
to an impressive career at all
levels. Bates was an honor-roll
student and a three-sport
athlete at Westbrook High
School, playing football, basketball and baseball. He was
the captain of the football team
and was part of the All-Conference team.
Despite his success in high
school, Bates, like so many
other Maine football players,
was not heavily recruited.
Eventually, his talents were noticed by the scouts and coaches
at the University of Maine.
“I didn’t know I wanted
to play college football until
my junior year when coaches
started talking to me,” Bates
said. “I guess I stood out on
film because I got recruited
[to Maine]. A lot of players
weren’t heavily recruited, but
we have great talent on this
team.”
Being a Maine native and
playing for the Black Bears
means a lot to Bates. It is a
sense of pride for him and
many other Maine players, and
it gives him motivation to play
hard every week.
“Coming in, [being from
Maine] put a chip on my
shoulder because I had something to prove. It added more
fuel to the fire. I played with a
chip and I deserve to be here,

I want to be the best and I’m
going to do whatever I can to
be the best,” Bates said.
Bates came to Maine on a
partial scholarship, and after
redshirting his first year, he
eventually earned a starting
role and a full scholarship from
Head Coach Jack Cosgrove.
“Trevor is one of our mainstays for the last few years on
the defensive side of the ball,”
Coach Cosgrove said on Bates.
“He has had a huge impact on
our football team itself. He
epitomizes what you would
call a student athlete.”
Bates is the pinnacle of the
Maine defense, earning AllCAA distinctions in his last
two seasons. His combination
of speed and strength allowed
him to have a successful 2014
season. Bates had 60 tackles,
nine for losses, 5.5 sacks, two
forced fumbles with a 33-yard
return on one of them. He also
has a team high three interceptions, which was good for 10th
in the entire league. His seven
pass deflections was also good
for sixth in the CAA.
“He’s a playmaker for us,”
Cosgrove said. “There are
some guys who just have a
way of making these significant plays. He has a way of
impacting the game and the
results of the game with his
play.”
“I try to play fast, play
hard,” Bates said of his role as
a playmaker. “I don’t see it as
pressure, I see it as the way I
need to play.”
Aside from his athletic talents, Bates’ experience as a
veteran has directly impacted
the entire team. Bates says his
role is to make sure everyone
is on the same page on defense, and his lead by example
attitude has allowed for the
success of the defense.
“It’s making sure everyone
is on the same page, everyone’s working hard because as

a senior and experienced player, we set the standard. We try
to do all the little things right.
That’s what makes a defense
great,” Bates said.
The coaching staff has taken notice to Bates’ strong leadership qualities, and depend
on him to straighten out the
defense if they cannot make
a play. In practice, Bates is
known to get in front of the
defensive line and show his
teammates how to do the job
right. Coach Cosgrove has
praised this attribute, saying
that pictures are always better
than words when teaching,
and Bates always provides the
team with the best picture of
how to play.
Aside from the instructional part of his leadership role,
Bates tries to bring the energy
and intensity to the field when
he plays.
“I bring the juice out there,
getting people excited when I
make plays, when they make
plays. It make them excited
to play together,” Bates said.
“They see the intensity I bring
to the game. When they see a
leader on the team set the tone
the know they have to play like
that. It’s contagious, it’s energy.”
His contagious energy had
the defense clicking during
their season opener versus
Boston College last weekend,
where the Black Bears held the
Eagles to just 10 points until
the fourth quarter, when BC
scored 14 points in a matter of
a few plays.
Bates and the Maine coaches know that the defense
played well, but they are not
satisfied.
“A great defense doesn’t
allow that to happen. It shows
us that we still have work to
do. You take away those two
plays and we probably would
have had one of the best games
of my career versus an FBS

school,” said Bates.
The Black Bears will have
a week off before they travel down to New Orleans to
face Tulane in another Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS)
game, the first time Maine has
begun a season with two FBS
games in the history of the program.
Coach Cosgrove noted
that Maine will have to finish
games strong if they want to
succeed. Bates also mentioned
that stopping the run will be
crucial to the team’s defensive
success.
“Stopping the run first and
foremost [will be important].
Tulane passes the ball more
than BC, so that gets me excited because I get to rush the
passer more,” Bates said.
Despite the season opening
loss, Bates and the team are
excited to be playing another FBS team, a larger venue
than they would be playing in
at home or against any other
team in the CAA.
“It’s the best way to start a
season. To me, it put the game
on a bigger stage. We get two
FBS schools with 50,00060,000 people at their games.
That excitement that gets
brought to the game is enjoyable to play in front of,” Bates
said.
That excitement was there
at the beginning of the season,
and the Black Bears look to
carry that energy all the way
through November.
“I think we finished last
year on a high note, especially
defensively. Our expectation
for this season is to win every
single conference game. Do
we think we can do it? Absolutely,” Bates said.
Maine will get their next
chance to notch a win down at
Yuleman Stadium versus Tulane University on Sept. 19.
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